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Chapter 1 
General introduction 
The main object of this thesis is the study of g-deformed commutation relations, q ε [-1, 
1], in the context of non-commutative probability. The first section gives a very brief intro­
duction on non-commutative probability and describes the structure of this thesis. A more 
extensive treatment of non-commutative probability can be found in a.o. [Kümmerer 1987, 
Maassen 1987, Voiculescu et al. 1992]. The second section describes the ^-deformed Fock 
space introduced by Bozejko & Speicher [1991,1992]. 
1.1 Non-commutative probability 
In this thesis we shall work within the framework of non-commutative probability theory, 
also known as quantum probability. Non-commutative probability theory incorporates clas-
sical, commutative, probability theory into a more general framework in which it is possi-
ble to discuss quantum mechanics. A fine example of non-commutative probability is free 
probability theory as discovered by Voiculescu. In this section we shall give a brief outline 
of non-commutative probability theory and the free probabilistic example. 
We shall now describe the transition from classical to non-commutative probability the-
ory. This transition follows much the same recipe as the search for "non-commutative ver-
sions" of mathematical objects as initiated by Connes [1990]. A classical probability space 
will be, following the axiomatic approach outlined by Kolmogorov, a triple (Ω, Σ, P), where Ω 
is a state space, Σ is a σ-algebra of events and Ρ is a probability measure on Σ. The transition 
of classical probability to non-commutative probability theory is preceded by a replacement 
5 
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of functions by multiplication operators: on (Ω, Σ, IP) we can construct a commutative alge­
bra of functions together with a state that contains the same information as (Ω, Σ, P) itself. 
Problems defined on the space can then be translated to algebraic problems and worked 
out on the commutative algebra of functions. We now drop the commutativity requirement 
on the algebra. The non-commutative algebra can then no longer be identified with a space. 
But, it still defines a sensible probability theory. 
Definition 1.1 
A general probability space is a imitai von Neumann algebra, A, together with a state φ. 
The events in a general probability space are the projections ρ = ρ* = ρ2 in A, and the 
probability that ρ occurs is φ(ρ). A self-adjoint element X e A will be called a random 
variable and φ{Χ) its expectation. The distribution, μ*, of a random variable X e A will 
be a linear functional on the ring of complex polynomials in one variable, μ
χ
\ С [χ] — С, 
that satisfies: μχ(/) = qp{f(X)) for every ƒ e C[x]. Such a linear functional uniquely de­
termines a probability measure on the real line, which is also denoted by μ
χ
. 
As an illustration we shall reconstruct the classical probability space from a commutative 
general probability space (Α, φ). First, if (Ω,Σ, Ρ) is a classical probability space, then the 
associated general probability space (Α, φ) is: Ά := Ι°°(Ω,Σ, Ρ) and q?(/) := ƒ fdP, the 
expectation of ƒ with respect to P. Now, we can reconstruct the events in Σ by considering 
all projections ρ e A, namely ρ = 1$ for some S e Σ. Up to equivalence we can then 
reconstruct the concrete realization of Ω we had. 
In this thesis we choose to extend the classical definition of independence in the follow­
ing way: 
Definition 1.2 (Independence) 
Random variables Χι,..., X
m
 in a general probability space (Α, φ) are called independent 
if for all η < m and polynomials f\,...,f
n
 we have: 
<p(/l(X*(l)) • " -fn(Xk(n))) = <p(/l(*k(l))) · · • ф(Л(Хк(п))), (1.1) 
provided к e {1,..., m } " J'S such that all fc(t), 1 < i < η, are different. 
A completely non-commutative notion paralleling the idea of independence is the con­
cept of free independence of random variables. 
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Definition 1.3 (Free Independence) 
Random variables X\,...,X
m
 in a general probability space (Я, φ) are called freely inde­
pendent if for all η e Ы and polynomials f\,...,f
n
 we have: 
Vi<n:(p(/ l (X f e ( l ) )) = 0 => ф(/і(Хк(і))---Л(^к(и)))=0, 
provided к e {1 m } n satisfìes: fc(l) Ψ fc(2) Ψ fc(3) Ψ • • • Φ k(n). 
Proposition 1.4 
Free independence implies independence. 
Proof: Suppose ΛΊ,..., X
m
 are freely independent. Note that (1.1) is valid for η = 1. Sup­
pose that (1.1) is valid for a certain η - Ι , η ε Ν , all polynomials f\,.. .,f
n
-\ and different 
indices fc(l),..., k ( n - 1 ) . Now let / b . . . , ƒ„ be given polynomials and fc(l),..., fc(n) be dif­
ferent indices. By g} we denote the difference between ƒ, and the constant <p(fj{Xkij))) so 
that <p{gj(Xk(j))) = 0. Then free independence implies: 
<р{дЛХкп)) · • ·дпкХкы))) = 0 . 
Writing out this product we find: 
<p(MXkm)---fn(Xk(n))) = -Z ( - 1 ) я ^ ( П < Р ( / . № ш ) ) ) < р ( П Л ( % ) ) · 
ys)l n] ley jey 
Since γ contains less than η elements, the expectation of Y[jey /j(^fco)) factorizes by the 
induction hypothesis. So all the terms in the sum are equal apart from their sign. Since the 
sum of these signs is 1, the result follows. D 
In classical probability independence is always realized by a product of measure spaces, 
or equivalently, a tensor product of algebras. Similarly free independence can be realized 
by a free product of algebras. The following natural question arises: what types of indepen­
dence are there and how are they realized? Up to this moment there is no conclusive answer 
to this question. We started out trying to explore this vast territory, but after studying a few 
examples we found that it is yet too early to try and undertake a classification of all the pos­
sible forms of independence in non-commutative probability theory. We therefore decided 
to work on a specific example in order to have a test case the moment it comes to such a 
classification. The original idea was to try to extend the definition of free independence to 
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a q-deformed version thereof. This would then be called ^-independence and it would in-
terpolate between classical and free probability. In this thesis this interpolation is studied 
and it is shown to lack some of the nice properties of the classical and the free case. 
The Gauss distribution of classical probability occurs as the ground state of a quantum 
harmonic oscillator. On the other hand, the sum of the left shift on Z2(N) and its adjoint has 
a probability distribution in the ground state that coincides with Wigner's semi-circle dis-
tribution occurring in free probability. Both the Gauss distribution and Wigner's semi-circle 
distribution happen to be the stable laws with finite variance of, respectively, classical and 
free probability, so we are tempted to interpolate between these two cases by q-deforming 
the commutation relation with a real parameter q e [-1,1]. This would have to be done in 
such a way that for q = 1 we find the bosonic commutation relation for the creation and 
annihilation operators while in the limit q I 0 the annihilation operator approaches the left 
shift on i2(N). In this way we can define a.o. the position operator of a q-harmonic oscilla-
tor, since we have q-deformed the commutation relations that the creation and annihilation 
operators satisfy. It therefore seems natural to describe the q-harmonic oscillator in an an-
alytic way in order to construct a q-analogue of the Gaussian distribution. The result of this 
work can be found in chapter 2, which is published as [van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995]. 
A good notion of ^-independence would imply a kind of convolution, which we shall 
call ^-convolution. Indeed, in classical probability the convolution of the distributions of 
two independent random variables fixes the distribution of the sum of these two random 
variables. In free probability theory the same holds for the so-called free convolution de-
scribed by Voiculescu in [1992]. The ^-convolution would have to do the same for two q-in-
dependent random variables. A natural requirement on ¿^-independence would be that func-
tions of ^-independent random variables are also ^-independent. Now, suppose we have a 
function γ that leaves the ^-Gaussian distribution intact. If we require two q-Gaussian ran­
dom variables X and Y to be ^-independent, then the q-convolution of the distributions 
of X and У would have to yield the same distribution as the ^-convolution of the distri­
butions of y(X) and Y. In chapter 3 we show by means of a counterexample that no such 
q-independence yielding a q-convolution can exist. We conclude that no ij-deformed con­
volution product, paralleling the known cases q = 0 and q = 1, can exist. The contents of 
this chapter are published as [van Leeuwen & Maassen 1996]. 
Chapter 4 describes a statistical mechanical model defined by Parisi [1994]. This model 
allows for the definition of operators that jointly converge in distribution to q-Gaussian 
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random variables if the number of dimensions of the underlying space goes to infinity. We 
show independence of these operators, even in finite dimension. 
The remaining part of this chapter will be devoted to the introduction of the basic con-
nection between pair partitions and q-commutative probability. 
1.2 q-Harmonic oscillators and the q-deformed Fock space 
In this section we show how the cf-deformed Fock space, as introduced in the papers of 
Bozejko «St Speicher [Bozejko & Speicher 1991, Bozejko & Speicher 1992], can be constructed 
starting from the commutation relation itself. In addition, we show how the moments of the 
q-harmonic oscillator can be expressed in terms of pair partitions. 
We start from the operators II and ai,a.2,...,am, generating a *-algebra Л
ч
 and satisfy­
ing: 
ala*-qa*al = 5tJl <jeKl). (1.2) 
On Лц we introduce a linear functional ф
ч
 that we require to satisfy: 
Ф
Ч
(І) = 1, <pq(a*a£) = 0, ф
ч
( а | а , ) = 0, (1.3) 
for i, j e { l , . . . ,m}, к e ( l , . . . , m ) " , n e N and ε e {1,* }и, i.e. a sequence with length 
η of l's and *'s. So, by a[ we mean the ordered product: 
The pair (Aq, qpq) will be completed to a general probability space. 
Next we show the connection between pair partitions and ф
ч
 (a[). Let S - {1,..., η}, for 
some η G N. A set 
Π = {Pu..-,Ρηΐζ) for η even, 
withP t = (α,,/ï,) for i G { l , . . . , n / 2 } and αι,βι e S suchthat и Г Л ^ . М = S, will be 
called a pair partition of n. A pair partition will be ordered in the sense that at < ßt for all 
i e {!,..., n /2 } and a\ < • • • < α
η / 2 . The collection of all such pair partitions of the set 5 
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will be denoted by ?2(S) or Тг{п); for η odd this is just the empty set. A crossing in Π is 
a subset of Π with two elements, {(a l t ßt), (a,, ß})}, that satisfies either a t < a, < ßt < ßj 
or ocj < at < βj < βι. The set of crossings с(П) of a partition Π is given by: 
с(П) := { {i,j) | 1 < i < j < n/2, {PltPj} is a crossing}. 
The set of crossings is empty for η odd. 
Lemma 1.5 
For all η Ε Ν, η > 1, ε e {1, * }η, and h e {1,..., m }η we have: 
Ф<«)= Σ 1mm Π Φ,(<>Η(ί))· (1-4) 
П Е Г 2 ( П ) U,j)en 
In this notation, a pair partition Π e Тг(п) is compatible with ε, denoted Π ~ ε, if pairs 
(a t, ßt) e Π are such that £(at) = 1 and e{ßt) = * for all ί ε {1 η/2 }. Compatibility 
of Π with h means that for each pair (a„ ßt) e Π we have ¿ (a t ) = Mßi)· Using this notion 
of compatibility we can rewrite relation (1.4) as follows: 
< M 4 ) = Σ <г#с(Ш- (i-s) 
n~f,h 
We shall now prove lemma 1.5. 
Proof: Suppose that ε e {1, * }n can be written as (σ, 1, *, ρ), where σ e {1, * }k and ρ E 
{1, * }' with k + l + 2 = п. Suppose furthermore that i e { l , . . . ,m} k and ¿ e { l , . . . , m }' 
with(h(l) , . . . , f i(n)) = (i(l ) , . . . , i(k),h(k+l),Mk + 2), ¿(1) ¿(I)). Then the following 
holds: 
φΜΪ,) = Фч(<ай(к+і)Лык+2)Яр 
= < 5
№
і Ш
к + 2 ) Ф ч ( < л р +£jcp i J(<4 ( fc+2)a{l( lk+1)aJ). 
This relation together with (1.3) determines the left hand side of (1.4), and therefore ф
ч
, 
completely. 
We shall refer to the right hand side of (1.5) as F{aEh) putting F( П) = 1, and shall show that 
F satisfies the same recursion relation as the left hand side of (1.5). Let Π e Тгіп). Then, 
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for every pair (i,j) e Π with i < j , we have φ^α^α^) Φ 0 if and only if ε (i) = 1 and 
E{j) = * a n d h ( i ) = h(j'). There are now two possibilities: ( fc+l,k+2) e Пог (k+l,fc+2) £ 
П. In the first case П' := Π \ {(fc + 1, к + 2)} is a partition of { 1 , . . . , к, к + 3 , . . . , η } with 
#с(П) = #c (Π'). In the second case there must be i < k + 1 and j > fc + 2 suchthat (i, к + 2) 
and (к + IJ) are crossing pairs in П. It is therefore possible to remove the crossing and 
construct: 
П" = (П \ {(i, к + 2), (к + IJ)}) и {(í ,k + 1), (к + 2, j ) } 
for which #с(П) = #с(П") + 1. Now we have П" ~ (σ, *, 1,ρ),h", where h" - (_i,h(fc + 
2),h{k + DJ). Note that conversely every pair partition of n, compatible with ε and h but 
not containing (k + 1, к + 2), can be found in Тг{п) as an element with a crossing between 
the two pairs that contain k + 1 and к + 2. We find: 
F(al):= Σ <lmn) 
Πε3>2(η) 
Π~£,ή 
У л
# с ( п )
 + Y д#с(П) 
ПеУг(п) ПбР2(п) 
Π~(σ,1,*,6),ίΐ Π~(σ,1,*,ρ),ή 
(к+1,к+2)еП (k+l,k+2)én 
- Л V
 д
#с(П') , у
 д
#с(П") + 1 
П'еТ2(п-2) П"еУЛп) 
n'~(a,e),(i.j) n"~(a,*,i,e),ñ" 
= ôh(Jt+l),h(k+2)f ( a f a j ) + 4 f (araÊ(fc+2)ah(k+l)aj )• 
Equality of both sides of (1.5) follows because F also satisfies the boundary conditions (1.3). 
D 
Since the position operator of a harmonic oscillator is usually represented by an operator 
of the form: 
Xl:=al + af, 
we define Xx to be the position of a q-harmonic oscillator and show that its moments under 
<pq can be calculated as a sum over partitions. The operators Xu i e { 1 , . . . , m}, generate 
the *-algebra В
ч
 с Л
ч
. We shall refer toBq as the ^-harmonic oscillator algebra. OnB 4 we 
have a linear functional pq := Ф Ч Ь Ч . 
1 2 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1.1: The line representation of the partition Π = {(1,5), (2,6), (3,7), (4,8)}. 
Theorem 1.6 
For all h e {1,..., m }n, η e Ν, we have: 
Pq{Xh)= Σ Ч# с ( п ) Π йкіш«)· 
neí>2(n) (¿,т)еП 
Proof: This follows from lemma 1.5 if we sum over all ε e {1, * }n. 
Corollary 1.7 
The linear functional pq satìsfìes: 
1. For alije { 1 , . . . , m } and пеЫ we have: 
P„(X?)= Σ яти)-
ПеТ
г
(п) 
2. For i e { l , . . . , m } n and a cyclic permutation τ e S„ we have: 
Pq(Xi(T(l)) · • ' Χι{τ(η))) = Pq(Xi(ì) * - "^¡(n)) . 
Proof of 1: Put h ( l ) = · · · = h,(n) = j ' in t h e o r e m 1.6. D 
Before proving 2 we first give some considerations concerning pair partitions. 
The usual way to visualize a partition, Π e JMS), would be to draw the elements of 
S on a straight line and connect every two points belonging to the same pair in Π with 
an arc above the line in such a way that two different lines cross at most once and no 
three lines intersect in one point. As an example, in figure 1.1 we draw the partition Π = 
{(1,5), (2,6), (3,7), (4,8)}. We will refer to this method of visualization as the line repre­
sentation of a pair partition. 
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Figure 1.2: The circle representation of the partition Π = {(1,5), (2,6), (3,7), (4,8)}. 
Another way to visualize a pair partition is its circle representation. This consists in draw­
ing the points of S on a circle and connecting every two points in the same pair by a line 
in such a way that no more than two connecting lines intersect in one point. An example is 
given in figure 1.2. It is clear that this can be done in more than one way; this will be relevant 
later on. 
To make the circle representation of pair partitions explicit we regard the circle as the 
unit circle in С and we make the map: 
V: S - С: s ~ e21«*-1»"/". 
This map converts every pair P, e Π to a pair (fltgt) on the unit circle in С 
Definition 1.8 
Two pairs {ft, g
x
 ) and ( ƒ,, g} ) of different points on the unit circle in С are said to be sep­
arated if and only if the straight line from / t to gt crosses the straight line from f} to g} 
inside the unit circle. 
(See figure 1.3.) It is obvious that two pairs Pt = (a„ /?,) and ?} = (α,, β3) in a partition Π are 
crossing if and only if the pairs Ot(a,),t(/?,)) and ¡X(<Xj),%{ßj)) are separated. The lines 
1 4 G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N 
& О' 
Figure 1.3: Two separated and two non-separated pairs. 
between elements of pairs in the circle representation of a pair partition are drawn in such 
a way that the lines cross each other exactly once if the two pairs are separated and do not 
cross if the two pairs are non-separated. Let τ e 5„ be a cyclic permutation and Π e Тгіп) 
a pair partition. Then we denote by т(П) the rotated partition: 
τ ( Π ) : = { ( τ ( α 1 ) , τ ( 0 ι ) ) , . . . , ( τ ( α η ) , τ ( 0 „ ) ) } . 
Since separated pairs on the unit circle remain separated under rotation we have: 
#с(П) =#с(т(П)). (1-6) 
We now turn to the proof of the second part of corollary 1.7. 
Proof of2: The essence of the proof that pq has this cyclic property is the fact that the 
circle representation of a partition Π e У2(п) also has this cyclic property. This is shown 
in figure 1.4. 
More formally, for i e {1,..., m }n and т e 5„ cyclic we have the following: 
PqiXiirU)) • • ·Χι(τ(η))) = Σ fl*^"' Π ^ί(τ(ί))α(τ(?η)) 
Πε? 2 (η) (¿,m)en 
= Σ 4 # С ( Ш Π *Κΐ)α(») 
ПеР2(п) (і,т)ет(П) 
= Σ 4 № ' ( Π ) ) Π *Kl>a(m) 
Пе? 2(и) <І,т)еП 
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Figure 1.4: The linear functional p<, satisfies a cyclic property. 
= Pq(Xni) · ' ·Xl(n)), 
where we used relation (1.6) and the fact that т - 1 (Тг(.гі)) = T2(n). π 
We shall represent the pair (Aq,qpq) on a Hilbert space X with inner product (·, -)й in 
which a unit vector Ψ, from now on referred to as vacuum vector, is singled out. To make 
this representation explicit, let ft be a Hilbert space with dim ft = m and orthonormal basis 
{e\,...,e
m
}. Because of (1.3) we require that for all i e [1 m ) : 
α,Ψ = 0. 
If now we put for all к e {1,..., m }n: 
а
Ш)ак(2) · • • ak(n)V =· «WD β • • • β е
Ы и ) , 
then we see that X can be identified with the Full Fock space over ft, denoted jF(ft): 
00 
J(ft):= 0ft e i, fte0:=C 
1=1 
with vacuum vector Ψ = 1 ® 0 Θ 0 Θ · · - . We define a bilinear form (·, · ) 4 on X as follows: 
(е
і ( 1) β • • · ® e4(„),e i (1) ® • • • ® βι(η·)>4 = <α£(ι) • • -al[n)W,a¡{l) · • - α ^ . , Ψ ) , 
:= Ф
ч
(Як(
П) • • • я-к(1)%1) · • • % И ' ) ) 
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= Σ 4#cm) Π Φ « ( 4 £ Χ < 8 > 
ПеТ2(п+п') (p,q)en 
for i e U , . . . , m } n ' , η ' ε Ν, h = (fc(n), . . . ,k(l) , í( l) , . . . , l(n)) e {1 m}n+n', and 
£ e {1, * }η+π' such that f( l) = • • • = ε (η) and ε(η + 1) = · · · = f (η + η') = *. Bozejko & 
Speicher in [1991] show positivity of the bilinear form <·,·)<, by proving positive definite-
ness of the function S
n
 — C: σ ~ ί|#ι<σ). Here the set ΐ(σ) is the set of inversions of the 
permutation σ e S
n
' 
ί(σ) := {(i,m) I 1 < ί < m < η, σ(ί) > σ(τη)}. 
Because of its positivity, the bilinear form (·,·)<, can be regarded as inner product on X, 
so we conclude that the linear functional cp4 is in fact a state. Therefore the second part of 
corollary 1.7 implies that pq is a trace state. 
Since Ф ^ л ^ а ^ ) only yields something different from 0 for ε(ρ) = 1 and ε(q) = *, 
we know that (·, -)q * Oonlyin casen = η ' , and that the partitions Π б Тг{2п) contributing 
to this inner product have to be compatible with ε. This only happens for partitions where, 
for alii e {1,... η } , we have 1 < a, < η and η + 1 < ßt < 2n. There are exactly n! of these 
partitions in T2(2n), to be labeled by permutations σ of {1 η } . We find: 
Φ 4 (α£) = <5n,„- Σ 4* С ( Ш Π 0к(Р),Ш) 
ПеУ2(2п) (p.q)en 
= δ
η
,η· Χ <ϊ#ΐ(σ)<5_Η(1),ίι(σ(1)) · • ·<5
ή
(„),Η(
σ
(η))· 
σε5„ 
Repeated use of the commutation relations (1.2) and the fact that at Ψ = 0 for all ί ε 
{1,. . .,m} yields, for all h ε {1,..., m }n, the following action of at: 
η 
® ßh(n) := X qJ~lài,h{j)eh{\) ® · • · ¿to) · · · ® е
Ып), 
•®ßh(n) we mean the tensor product ßh(i)®· • -®ено-і)®е>іо+і)® where by еи( 
• · · ® efe(„). 
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• · · ëfe(j) 


Chapter 2 
A q -deformation of the Gauss distribution 
In classical probability the Gauss distribution plays a central role. According to the central 
limit theorem it is the distribution that the standardized sum of η classically independent 
identically distributed random variables converges to as η tends to infinity. In recent years 
the following question has drawn attention: what distributions are obtained in this limit if 
one replaces the classical commutative notion of independence by some other type? Anti-
commutative independence, as occurring in Fermi noise [Meyer 1993], and free indepen­
dence, as occurring in large random matrices [Voiculescu et al. 1992, Speicher 1990, Maas-
sen 1992], have now been studied. In the former case the Gauss distribution is replaced by 
the measure (δ\ + <5_i) /2 and in the latter by Wigner's semi-circle distribution, which on its 
support [-2,2] has the density χ ~ V4 - χ 2 / 2 π . It is clear, however, that these two cases 
exhaust the possibilities by no means. 
In 1991, Bozejko and Speicher [1991, 1992] introduced a deformation of Brownian mo­
tion by a parameter q e [-1,1] which is governed by classical independence for q = 1, 
anti-commutative independence for q = - 1 , and free independence for q = 0. Their con­
struction was based on a q-deformation, Т
й
{£>), of the Fock space over a Hilbert space fa. 
Their central random variables are given by operators of the form 
a(f)+a(f)\ f ES), 
where α( ƒ ) and α( ƒ ) * are the annihilation and creation operators associated to ƒ satisfying 
the cj-deformed commutation relation 
a(f)a(g)* - qa{g)*a(f) = {f,g)l, f,g e ft. 
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Algebraic aspects of these commutation relations have been studied in [Jorgensen et al. 
1994]. Another interpolation between boson and fermion Brownian motion is described in 
[Schürmann 1991]. There are good reasons to regard the probability distribution
 4 of these 
operators a(f) + a(f)* in the vacuum state as the natural q-deformation of the Gaussian 
distribution (cf. [Speicher 1990]). By combinatorie means, Bozejko and Speicher, using re-
cursion relations for orthogonal polynomials in a(f) + a(f)*, calculated this ^-Gaussian 
distribution vq. For | |/1| = 1, it is supported by the interval [-2/^/1 - <l, ZI^T^q], on which 
it is given by 
1 . °° 
vq(dx) = ±ψΓ-qsin& Ц(1 - qn)\l - qne2i*\2dx, (2.1) 
where £ e [Ο,ττ] is such that x^l - q = 2 cos 9 (see figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 for a picture 
of v„). 
It is the purpose of this chapter to understand the above distribution in analytic terms, 
as the probability distribution of a non-commutative random variable a + a*, where α is a 
bounded operator on some Hilbert space satisfying 
aa* -qa*a=l, (2.2) 
for some q e [-1,1). The calculation is inspired by the free case, q = 0, where α and a* 
turn out to be the left and the right shift on ¿2(N). In this case a and a* can be quite nicely 
represented as operators on the Hardy class Jf2 of all analytic functions on the unit disc 
with I2 limits towards the boundary (see for instance Rosenblum and Rovnyak [1985,1994]) 
via the equivalence i2(N) — !Яг given by 
oo 
n=0 
Under this equivalence a* and a change into multiplication by ζ and the operator 
ζ 
The probability distribution in the vector state 1 of the operator ал- a* is now calculated 
by diagonalization: first find improper eigenvectors ζ — K(z,x) of a + a* by solving 
ia + a*)K(-,x) =xK(-,x), withK(0,x) = 1, x e [-2,2], 
2 1 
which yields 
K(z,x) = — — - — = ( . ), 
(z - v ) ( z -ν) ν -v\z -v z-v) 
where ν = expi^ with 9 e [Ο,ΤΓ] such that χ = 2 cos 9. Then introduce an operator 
W:I 2 ([-2,2],v 0 ) - Я2Ъу 
(Wf)(z) = J K(z,x)f(x)v0(dx), 
choosing vo in such a way that W becomes unitary. Once this can be done, v0 is the proba­
bility distribution of a + a*, since W*\ = \ and W*(a + a*)n\ = xn: 
<1,(α + α*)Μ1) = | xnvQ{dx). 
The measure vo can be found explicitly by the calculation 
(W*f)(x) = lim ί Κ(ηζ,χ)/(ζ) \(dz) 
f?4 J|z|-1 
dz 
rjti ν -v J|z|=i Vrjz"1 - ν rçz_1-W 
r;ll V - V J|z| = l \ Z - rjV Ζ - X]V I 
= lim 
27TÍZ 
If /ν ν \
 r
, ^ dz 
2ττί 
ν f {ην) - ν f (ην) vf(v) -vf{v) 
ηΗ V -V V -V 
where λ denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. The map W* is made 
unitary by letting vo compensate a factor ν - ν oc sin9, another one being compensated 
by the change of variable χ «• 9. So let 
vo(dx) = ^-y/4-x2dx = - sin2 9 d9. ¿π π 
Then for all / e J Í 2 , 
||W*/||2
 = 1 Γ \(W* f) {2 cos 9)\2 sin2 9 d9 
ΤΓ Jo 
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2 Cn\ ei9f(ei9) -e~i9 f(e~i$) 2 
2sinS 
2 rn 
π Jo 
\i \zf(z)-zf(z)\2\(dz) 2 J|Z |=i 
l | / (z) |2À(dz) = |l/H2, 
J|z| = l 'Izl 
since ζ — zf{z) and ζ •- zf (z) are orthogonal functions on the unit circle. 
Thus Wigner's semi-circle law, Vo, arises naturally as a normalization of improper eigen­
vectors. Our program is to do the same for the deformed measure vq. 
This chapter has the following structure. In section 2 we show the essential uniqueness 
of the bounded representation of the ^-commutation relation (2.2). Subsequently we find a 
measure μ4, q e [ 0,1 ), on the complex plane that replaces the Lebesgue measure on the unit 
circle in the above: μ4 is concentrated on a family of concentric circles, the largest of which 
has radius 1 / yjl - q. Our representation space will be J-C2 (ί>4, μ<, ), the completion of the an­
alytic functions on І?
ч
 = { z e C | | z | 2 < l / ( l - £ j ) } with respect to the inner product defined 
by μ
α
. In this space the annihilation operator a is represented by a ^-difference operator 
Dq. As q tends to 1, μ4 will tend to the Gauss measure on C, and Dq becomes differentiation. 
Thus one obtains Bargmann's representation of the harmonic oscillator [Bargmann 1961]. 
It should be noted that there is no measure μ,, for q < 0. So far we essentially reproduce 
the work of Arik and Coon [Arik & Coon 1976] as was pointed out to us by T. Koornwinder. 
In section 3 we perform the diagonalization of a + a* = Dq + Ζ by constructing a unitary 
operator W like the one above. The ^-Gaussian distribution vq is found naturally for q e 
[0,1). 
We shall make abundant use of the language of q-calculus, which is over a century old 
(cf. [Allaway 1980, Askey & Ismail 1984, Gasper & Rahman 1990, Jackson 1910, Koekoek & 
Swarttouw 1994, Koornwinder 1994]). We recall some basic notations here. 
The natural number η has the following q-deformation: 
[n]„ := 1 + q + q2 + · · · + qn~\ with [0]„ := 0. 
Occasionally we shall write [оо]
ч
 for the limit of these numbers: 1/(1 - q). The q-factorials 
and ij-binomial coefficients are defined naturally as: 
[η]«,! := [IL, · [2]„ · · · [ n ] , with [OL,! := 1; 
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Kb [nu (q\q)n [k]ql[n - k]ql iq;q)k(q;q)n~k' 
where 
n-I 
(a;q)
n
:= Y\(l-aqj) with (a;q)Q := 1, 
j'=o 
is the q-shifted factorial, the q-analogue of the Pochhammer symbol. A product of ^-shifted 
factorials {a\\q)
n
{a.2\q)n · · · (o-r\q)n will be denoted as (a\,a2,...,a
r
\q)n· In terms of q-
shifted factorials, the deformed hypergeometric series can be defined as: 
Г а і , . . . , а
г
 "Ι ν (Ді dr\q)n 1,
 1 ч п „ ( " П 1 + 5 _ г , п 
гфв , , ,q,z := > ту г — л l ( - D <г2М ζ", 
Li?! fe, ^ J ^ГЬ (fei b
s
,q;q)nK > 
where (") : = n ( n - D/2- For Í¡ e (-1,1) this series converges absolutely for all ζ e С if 
г < s + 1 and for ζ e B 0 if г = s + 1, if г > s + 1 it diverges for all 2 e С \ {0}, at least 
in the non-terminating case. We note two interesting deformations of Newton's binomial 
theorem: 
£ [ £ ] qM(-zq-n)k =
 lqpo[q^\q,z\ = (zq-n;q)nq= ( l-z) M , (2.3) 
k = 0 l 
and 
γ Γ η Ί qfc2zfc 
¿,0lkiq(zq;q)k = 1Φ1 « ; * . * « -
411 
Uq;q)
n
 (l-z)n' (2.4) 
The proof of (2.3) and (2.4) is simple and can be found in [Gasper & Rahman 1990, Koekoek 
& Swarttouw 1994, Koornwinder 1994]. Finally, by σ(χ) we shall denote the spectrum of a 
bounded operator x. and we shall call a 1-dimensional representation trivial. 
2.1 A representation of the ^-commutation relations 
Theorem 2.1 
For q e (-1,1) \ {0} relation (2.2) admits, up to unitary equivalence, a unique non-trivial 
bounded irreducible representation. On the canonical basis {е
п
}
пе
ы ofl2(N) this represen­
tation is determined by: 
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1. Λ C
n
 — &n+li 
2. ae
n
 = [n]qen-i, 
3. {e
n
,e
m
) = 5„,
m
[n] 4 ! . 
In particular we have: σ(α*α) = [M]q := {[n]q \ η e Ν } и {1/(1 - q)}. 
By a trivial representation we mean here a 1-dimensional representation. 
For q = 0 relation (2.2) reduces to аа* = Л and this obviously admits more then one 
representation: any isometry a* suffices. By a representation with q = 0, we shall simply 
mean one satisfying 1, 2 and 3. 
Proof: Clearly, the properties 1, 2 and 3 define a representation of the commutation rela­
tion (2.2) since for all η e Ν: 
аа*е
п
 = ае
п+\ = [η + 1]че„ 
= (1 + q[n]q)en = (I + qa*a)en. 
Conversely, suppose we have a bounded operator a on some Hilbert space ô that defines 
a non-trivial, irreducible representation of the commutation relation (2.2). By proposition 
1.1.8 in [Sakai 1971] the spectra of a*a and aa* are the same outside {0}. In particular we 
have: 
σ(α*α) и {0} = σ(αα*) и {0}. 
Define the linear invertible map (p:R — IR:;c— 1 + qx. Then the commutation relation 
(2.2) reads: φ(α*α) = aa*. Hence by the spectral mapping theorem we have: 
σ(α*α) с φ(σ(α*α)) и {0} (2.5) 
φ{σ{α*α)) с σ ( α * α ) υ { 0 } . (2.6) 
First we prove that 
σ(α*α) с [Ñ]q. (2.7) 
To this end we choose λ e σ(α*α). Since a*a is a positive operator we know that σ(α*α) с 
[0, oo). Now if λ = 0 or λ = 1/(1 - q), the fixed point of φ, then we are done proving (2.7). 
For the other possible values of λ we have to distinguish between q < 0 and q > 0. 
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First suppose q > 0. In case λ > 1/(1 - q) we know by (2.5) that λ = φ(λ') for some 
λ' > λ, therefore φ~ι(λ) e σ(α*α). For the same reason we have φ~η(\) Ε σ(α*α) for 
η > 1. But in this case we find: 
φ
- » ( λ ) = A - l ^ > A J L I / U ^ п ^ м ( 2 8 ) 
in contradiction with the boundedness of a. If on the other hand 0 < λ < 1/(1 - q), then 
(2.5) states that λ is <ρ(λ') for some λ' e σ{α*α). We conclude that φ~ι(\) e σ{α*α) и 
{0}. Repeated use of this argument, combined with the fact that σ(α*α) с [0, oo), implies 
existence of some η e N for which φ~η{λ) = 0 and therefore that λ = φη{0) = [n]q. This 
proves (2.7) in the case q > 0. 
We now turn to the case q < 0. In case λ > 1 > 1/(1 — É|), 1 being the largest value in 
[N]4, we know by (2.5) that φ~ι(\) e σ(α*α). But we have: 
<р~Ч\) = —-<o, 
in contradiction with the fact that σ(α*α) с [0, oo). Now suppose that Ae(0,1] \ {1/(1 -
q)} then by (2.5) we know that φ - 1 (λ) e σ{α*α) or g?-1 (λ) = 0. Repeated use of this 
argument reveals that either there exists some η e N for which φ~η{\) = 0 or φ~η(\) e 
σ(α*α) for all η e Ы. But in the latter case, since 0 < |λ - [n]q\ < 1, we see that for 
η sufficiently large we have φ~η(λ) < 0 in contradiction with positivity of a*a. So there 
exists some η e N such that φ~"(λ) = 0. This proves (2.7) for q < 0. 
The next thing we prove is the inclusion: 
TO, с σ(α*α). (2.9) 
Since α*α is a bounded operator, its spectrum σ{α*α) is not empty, in fact from (2.7) we 
know that every element it contains has to be in [N]q. We know that 1 / (1 -q) is not an eigen­
value since then a and a* restricted to the corresponding eigenspace commute. This im­
plies however that this eigenspace would contain a 1-dimensional subspace invariant under 
a and a*, contradicting the irreducibility or the non-triviality of the representation. Since 
1/(1 - q) is not an eigenvalue of a*a it is either an accumulation point in σ(α*α), and 
then it is not the only point in σ(α*α), or it is not in σ(α*α) at all. Either way, there has 
to exist some η e N such that [n]q e σ(α*α). Using (2.6), we see that all [m]q e σ(α*α) 
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for m > п. From (2.5) it follows that for η > 1: [n]q G σ{α*α) ^ [η - l]q e σ(α*α), so 
[M]q с σ(α*α) and since σ(α*α) is closed we conclude σ(α*α) = [N]q. 
Because 0 is an isolated point of σ (a*a) we can choose a unit vector ЙО in кег(я) = 
ker(a*a). Define e
n
 := (a*)neo. then 1 is satisfied. Since во e ker(a) we have: aeo = 0. Now 
suppose we have ae
n
 = [n]qen, then: aen+\ = aa*en = (I + qa*a)en = (1 + q[n]q)en = 
[n + l]qen. Property 2 follows by induction. From properties 1 and 2 we have: a*aen = 
[n]qen. To prove property 3 we first assume η > m, then properties 1 and 2 imply that 
(e
n
,e
m
) = (e0,anem) = 0. Now note that | |en +ill2 = (en,aa*en) = [n+ l]q| |enll2 and since 
IleoII = 1 we find | |e„ | | 2 = [n]q\. By irreducibility the vectors {e„ | η e Ν } span the Hilbert 
space £Ь. D 
For ( j e [ - l , l ) and analytic ƒ : С — С define operators Ζ and Dq as: 
(Zf)(z):=zf(z) 
fiz)-f(qz) 
(Dqf)(z):= z(l-q) 
/'(0) ifz = 0. 
The operator Dq has the following properties: 
1. l im(D ( ? /)(z)=/ ' (z) , 
2. Dq(zn) = [n]qzn-\ 
3. Dq(f(z)g(z)) = {Dqf)(z)g(z) + f(qz){Dqg){z), 
4 η (Δ^1\
 =
 (D<ìf)^)g(z)-f(z)(Dqg){z) 
'
 q\g(z)J gU)g(qz) 
Note that 3 is a q-analogue of the product rule and 4 is a ^-analogue of the quotient rule. 
Lemma 2.2 
There exists a unique meromorphic function, ƒ : С — С, with /(О) = 1 such that (Dqf)(z) 
= ƒ (z). It is given by 
/(2) = П(1-(1-Я)^)-1 = І7ь1Ч 
where the seríes has radius of convergence 1/(1 - q). 
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Proof: Writing out the difference equation gives ƒ (qz) = (1 - (1 - q)z)f(z). Iterate this 
and use the fact that l im^« f(qnz) = / (0) to find the desired product formula for ƒ (z). 
It is easy to check that the summation formula for ƒ (z) satisfies the difference equation 
with / (0) = 1. Convergence can be checked using the ratio test. D 
From now on we will refer to the function ƒ defined in lemma 2.2 as exp4 (z). 
To define what is called q-integration consider the equation (DqF)(z) = f{z) for some 
continuous / .This gives F(x)-F(qx) = (\-q)xf{x) which, assuming \imF(qnx) = F(0), 
yields the following definition for the ^-integral: 
ra <"> 
ƒ (x) d„x := F(a) - F(0) = a( l - q) У f(aqk)qk, a e R+. Jo
 to 
A good definition for the q-gamma function is now given by: 
ri»]« 
TAx) Jo 
tx~l , . (q\q)~ ν 4 < n + m 
expAqt) dat = (1-q) -Σ fc=0 (q;q)k 
The following classical lemma (see [Gasper & Rahman 1990, Jackson 1910, Koekoek &Swart-
touw 1994, Koornwinder 1994]) is given here with proof because it illustrates some tech­
niques needed later on. 
Lemma 2.3 
V n e Ν:Γ 4(η + 1) = [n]q\ 
Proof: Note that 
Г
[оо]
ч / tn \ 
tn |[«1« 
ехр„(0 | 0 
•[°°]4 tn-l 
δο,η 
r' 
"4 V dnt - ~——r dnt 4
 Jo exp.íqt) ч exp4(íjí) " Jo ехр4( 
where we have used the ^-quotient rule. Fait η = 0 to find that Г
ч
(1) = 1 and put η > 0 to 
find that Г
ч
(п + 1) = [n]qTq(n). The statement follows by induction. о 
It is clear that in the limit q t 1 we recover Riemannian integration and the usual gamma 
function. 
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Next we show that the operators Dq and Ζ give a bounded representation of (2.2) as de­
scribed in theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.4 
The operators Dq and Ζ satisfy DqZ - qZDq = I. 
Proof: Use the ^-product rule. D 
With respect to the measure 
« fe k/2 
μ«(αζ) = (q;q)
m
 £ -, q--\
n
(dz), 0 < q < 1 and rk = - j f = , (2.10) 
where \
n
 is the normalized Lebesgue measure on the circle with radius rt, we define the 
inner product <ƒ,£)„, := J
c
 f(z)g(z) \xq{dz) for all f,g e 1#"2(1>4,μ4). Note that μ0 is the 
normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle and that, in the limit q î 1, μ4 tends to the 
Gauss measure on the complex plane. 
Proposition 2.5 
The identifications а - Dq anda* = Ζ determine a representation of (2.2) on Jï2{Bq^q). 
In particular, with e„ := zn, 1, 2 and 3 of theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and therefore D* = Z. 
Proof: Properties 1 and 2 of theorem 2.1 are already verified, so we prove property 3 here: 
(ζη,ζΜ)μ, = Ι ζηζημ4(άζ) 
= {q\q)~íTfnV\ znz™Krk{dz) 
¿r0 \q,q)k Jc 
= i*4)- y __3k_. f * rn+meHm-n)<p d 
2TT £Q(q;q)kJo 
= χ J3'ß)~ γ 4nk 0n
-
m(l-q)»¿-Q(q;q)k 
= 5
И
,тГ
ч
(П+ 1) = <5
п
,
т
[п]
ч
! D 
This means that Dq and Ζ give a bounded representation of the q-commutation relation 
on the Hilbert space ^ 2 ( ί > 4 , μ 4 ) . 
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2.2 Probability distribution in the ground state 
In this section we construct a unitary operator W: L2{R, vq) — 3{2{Bq^q), for q e [0,1), 
which diagonalizes Dq + Ζ in the sense that: 
Dq + Z = WXW'\ withWl = l, 
where X denotes the operator of multiplication by the coordinate χ in L2(IR, vq). As a con­
sequence vq can be viewed as the probability distribution of Dq + Ζ in the vector state 
1 e ${2(Вс1,Цц) since Dq + Ζ is bounded and for all η e Ν: 
<1,(D4 + Z)nl>„, = (1,\νχη\ν-'ΐ)μιι = a,Xnl)V4=j xnvq{dx). 
It turns out that for W to be unitary we need vq as follows: 
vq(dx) = — y l - i?sin^(q,qv 2,qv_ 2;q)c 0 dx, 
where ν = exp¿9, ν + ν = x^Jl - q and suppv 4 = [-2/V1 -q,2/Vl -¿il- In the limit 
q t 1 this measure converges to the standard Gaussian measure on IR, whereas f or q i - 1 
ч
 converges to an equal mixture of the ¿-distributions concentrated on χ = - 1 and χ = 
1. For q = 0 we recover the Wigner distribution. This means that although the Bargmann 
space measure \xq is only positive for q e [0,1), the resulting measure vq is correct for all 
q e ( - l , l ) . 
Lemma 2.6 
The measure vq(dx) is a probability measure for q e ( -1,1 ). 
Proof: The triple product in vq can be rewritten as a Θι-function (cf. [Gasper & Rahman 
1990, Chandrasekharan 1984]): 
vq(dx) = 2^q-l/sy]l - 4 θ ι ( - , — logq) dx. 
This yields: 
f Лгіх) = - - ίΤ 1 / 8 Γ y ( - l ) V 2 f c + 1 ) ' / 8 s i n ( 2 k + l ) 9 s i n £ d 9 
Jos ΤΓ Jo ¡~n 
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=
 2
 r sin2Sí¿9 = 1 
TT Jo 
We note that this calculation actually works for every q e (-1,1). D 
Since Dq + Ζ is self-adjoint, diagonalization can be done in much the same way as for a 
symmetric matrix; by using its (improper) eigenvectors. The eigenvalue equation 
(Dcf + Z)K(z,x) =xK(z,x) (2.11) 
normalized by the requirement that K(0,x) = 1, has a unique meromorphic solution K(z, 
x) given by: 
K(z,x) = (vzyjl -q,v~lz^l -q\q)~Jt 
again with |x | < ll-JY^'q and ν + ν = x^JY^'q. This can be seen easily by iterating the 
difference equation (2.11) as was done for exp4 in the proof of lemma 2.2. 
The poles of the function ζ -* K{z,x) are given by ζ = v±l/qkyßT- q with к e Ν, two of 
which are on the edge of the disc В
ч
, whereas the remaining ones lie outside. This implies 
that the function ζ ~ K(z,x) is not in Ji2(Bq,pq) although it is analytic on the interior of 
t!>q. This is of course related to the fact that Д,+Ζ has a continuous spectrum admitting only 
improper eigenfunctions. We deal with this by introducing a bounded kernel ζ — Κ
η
(ζ,χ) 
by Κ
η
{ζ,χ) := Κ{ηζ,χ) with η e (0,1), so K(z,x) is recovered in the limit η Î 1. 
The kernel Κ
η
(ζ,χ) will be used to define a compact operator W
n
 as follows: 
W„: Ь2№,У«) - ^ 2 ( B 4 , j u 4 ) : (Wnf)(z) = f Kr,(z,x)f(x)v(i(dx)1 \z\ < 1, j R
 (2.12) 
for all η e (0,1). Note that W
n
 is a well-defined operator and that the right hand side of 
(2.12) also makes sense for η = I. 
Proposition 2.7 
The defìnition (2.12) defines a bounded operator W = W\, and we have the strong operator 
limits: 
hmWn = W and lim W*Wn = I. 
Consequently, W is an isometry. 
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In the proof it will be convenient to identify L2(R,v4) with the space L2(d$0,vq) = {ƒ e 
І
2(Э£>о, Vq) I ƒ(v) = f{v) Vv G Э©о }. the symmetric functions on the unit circle, via the 
map: 
/: L2(R,v„) - L2OB0,v„): (Jf){v) = f(^JL), \v\ = 1. 
The map J becomes unitary if we transfer the measure vq to ЭВо: 
vq(dv) = vq(dx) = -\v -v\2(q,qv2,qv-2;q)x\(dv), 
where λ is the normalized Lebesgue measure on ЭВо. Then W
n
 decomposes naturally as 
Wn = W
n
 о J, where 
(W
n
f){z) = l К
п
{г,у)/(у)ъ№), | ζ | < 1 , 
JSKo 
and Κ
η
(ζ,ν) = Κ
η
(ζ,χ) if ν + ν = xV1 - <?· 
We start with a lemma connecting functions on ЭВо to functions on Bo. Let A denote the 
contraction from L2 (ЭВо, λ) to Jf2 (Во, λ) given by: 
A: Χ a„z n - Χ a
n
2 n , 
nel пеЫ 
which сап also be written as 
(Af)(z) =
 7±-.l -
f
-^-dv, \z\<l, 
¿πι JdBo ν - ζ 
Cauchy's formula for the analytic part of ƒ. 
Lemma 2.8 
The following holds for all ƒ e L2 (ЭВ0): 
I f Iv -v\2fív) 1 
9 Φ Ζ τ\ tí L Ш ) = -Miv -v)f{v)){z), \z\<\. 
2 Ja©o \v - z)(v - ζ) ζ 
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Proof: Note the partial fraction decomposition 
(v - z)(v - z) ( v - v ) V v - z v - z / 
Therefore since f(v) = ƒ (v): 
I f | v - v | 2 / ( v )
 ЛІЛ
 . If (v-v)f(v)
 W J , 
2 L 0 ( v - z ) ( v - z ) A W v ) = 2 L o (v-z) Ш ) 
IX ( v - v ) / ( v ) A W v ) 
\(dv) = 4 
2 JaB0 
2 Jaj&o (v - z) 
(v -v)f(v) 
( v - z ) 
I f ( ^ Ц ) 
2 Ja©o (v -
I 
- z) 
(v -v)f(v) 
Mdv) 
ЭВо ( ν - ζ ) 
(ν - ν) f (ν) dv 
эв0 ( ν _ ζ ) 2την 
= -A((V-V)/(v))(z) . D 
ζ 
We now turn to the proof of proposition 2.7. 
Proof: Choose a smooth symmetric function ƒ on 3Bo- Then, for |z | < 1, 
(Wf)(z) = <C K(z,v)f(v) vq(dv) 
J ЭВо 
. . f £ , ( ζ , ν ) / ( ν ) | φ ( ν ) | 2 | ν - ν | 2 
>эв„ (ν - Zy/1 - q)(v - Zy/1 -q) 
where cp(v) := (qv2;q)œl\T2. Now let #2 e L2(3B0) denote the function 
#z(v) = (q;4)aeK i,(z,v)|(p(v)|2, 
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uniformly bounded in ζ and v. \gz(v)\ < C, with С a constant. Then by lemma 2.8, 
(Wf)(z) = —±==A((v - v)gz • f)(zjl^q) 
so that 
\Wf\\2= f \{Wf){z)\^q{dz) 
< i \(,Wf)(u/Jl^q)\2Á(du) 
JaDo v 
< 4С
2 | |ЛЦ| |/1 | 2 
so W, and hence W, is a bounded operator. From the analyticity of ζ — (W/)(z) and the 
fact that (W
n
f)(z) = (W/Krçz) it follows that for all ƒ G Ц(д
 0): 
L2-limW
n
f=Wf, 
ηίΐ 
and also W
n
 -~ W strongly. 
To prove the second statement in proposition 2.7, let L
n
 denote the integral kernel of the 
operator W*W
n
: 
L
n
(v,w):= Κ
η
{ζ,ν)Κ
η
(ζ,ιυ) Цц(аг) 
Je 
where 
LfHv,w) = Ι Κ
η
{ζ,ν)Κ
η
(ζ,ιυ)λ(άζ). 
J\z\=rk 
li,k) can be calculated using the residue theorem. The meromorphic extension of the restric­
tion of the integrand ζ - Κ
η
{ζ,ν)Κ
η
(ζ,ιυ) to the disc {|z| < r* }, 
00 9 
~ τ—r Ζ 
K„(z,w) ,, — ,, . , for \z\ < Гк, 
η
 ¡Jjt(z-nvqJyfr^q)(z-nvqJyß^qy 
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has poles at ζ = r\qnv±xI\ß^q with η > к. Summation of the residues at these poles 
yields: 
I*>fv w) - Y ^ О м - У / л / П ^ и О A g2*y2 
" ¿k\ ( v - v » ) J.Í ( ^ - «"Хч-'' - <i"v2) 
(v-i-v) ¡і(^-<іп)(^-^п -2)у' 
where ^(j¡qnvlyjl - q,w) is given by: 
Kn(nqnv/Jl -q,w) = —7 = г^Г -- ( 2 · 1 4 
' » * (n¿iiin n¿iiin-í· /7)_ 
The first product in the right hand side of li,k) can be rewritten as: 
( i 7 2 y i t f , 77 2 y iz / - 1 ;q )e 
i : 
π q2(n-J)v2 Λ * 
j,l (1 - 4(n--"v2) (1 - «(-J·)) Д ^ (1 - qU-n)
v
-2) (i _ qO-n)) 
^(п-к)(п-к+1) 2(п-к) 
(q,qv2;q)
n
-k(q,qv-2;q)*>' 
Note that this result is also correct if η = к. A similar argument works for the second prod­
uct in ZJ,k). Substitute l{,k) back into (2.13) and interchange the order of summation to find 
for L
n
: 
ν , , у у qn~k {v2k+lqk(k+l)Kn(nqnv/JT^q,w) 
L
n
{v,w) = (q-.q)«, > > . . . Tw 4—r~r^ 5—г-
+ у-
( 2
*
+
У
(
*
+ 1 %(г/д"у- '/уГ^,ц/)\
 ( 2 i 5 ) 
( y i -y)(q,qy-2;q)k(q,i?v2;£i)oo J" 
The first double sum on the right hand side will be called Ω. We use the q-binomial theorem 
(2.4) to rewrite Ω as: 
ν ¿ , (Ч;^)
П
(^У-2;Ч)ОО ¿,Qlk\li(qv2;q)k 
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= Σ 
qnk
n
(nqnv/y/T=q,w) 
¿Г0 ^'<й)п(Я -2\я)со(й 2;^)п' 
(2.16) 
and note that a similar result holds for the second double sum in (2.15). Put Ω back into 
(2.15) and use (2.14) to find for L„; 
L
n
(v,w) 
\v -v\2{q,qv2,qv-2;q)
c 
where 
А / „ „ л v(f -v ){q,qv2\q)«>
 m 
Re(A„(v,u>)), 
r\2vw ,r\2v\u _ l 
qv2 ;я,<і 
We claim that Re (Λ,,(ν, w)), as a kernel, tends to the identity operator on i.f(d©o) as η î 1. 
As a result we have for all ƒ e Ь2(д
 0, v 4): 
(W*W
n
fHv)=\ L
n
[v,w)f(w)vq{dw) 
J3Bo 
2\w - w\2{q,qw2,qu>-2;q)< 
- ƒ . эво 2\v-v\2{q,qv2,qv-2;q)c Re{An(v,w))f(w)\(div) 
^fiv). 
showing that W*W
n
 — I strongly, hence also W* W
n
 — 1 strongly. As a bonus the measure 
v„ and therefore vq comes out naturally the same way the measure vo came out in the free 
case, q - 0, treated in the introduction. 
It remains to prove our claim that for all ƒ e Ц(д о): 
I 2 - l i m i Re (Λη(·,ιχ/))/(и;) A(du/) = ƒ . 
rjtl J3Do 
Rewrite Re (Α
η
(ν,ιυ)) as follows: 
i л ι I r t i ^ ^ Α ι 1 \ 
Re(A
n
(v,w)) = A„(t\u/)Re — = — = -
\(1 - η2νιυ)(1 - q2vw-[); 
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with Λη defined as: 
' (q2qvw,n2qvwi;q)cü [ qv2 J 
The limit for Α
η
 being calculated using the q-Gauss sum Π.8 in [Gasper & Rahman 1990]. 
Let g G І2(Э©о) be such that we can write g(w) = \w - w\2f(w) with ƒ e Ь2(д
 0), then 
applying lemma 2.8 yields: 
n /A / ч\ / ч л / j ч V{V-V)f A
n
{V,W)f(w)\w-w\2 
Re{A
n
(v,w))g(w)Mdw) = φ —* = — ζ—z_. \(dw) 
о 2 Ja©o (1 -n2vw)(l -η2νιν) 
V(V-V)f A
n
{V,W)f (W)\W - t ¡ 7 | 2 
+ ~ Φ τ τ
 Ί
 ,_ . A(aw) 
2 Ыо (1 - n2vw)(l - η2νιυ) 
= (ν -v)A((w -w)A
n
(-,w)f)(n2v) 
+ (ν - v)A{(w - w)A
n
(-,w)f)(n2v) 
^L\v-v\2f(v) = g(v), 
for almost all ν e 32?ο· 
From the strong convergence W* W
n
 — I we know that W is isometric since for all f,g£ 
L2(R,vq): 
(Wf, Wg)^ = Ит(И^/, И^>„
ч
 = lim</, W*W„g)V)t = {f,g)v,. η 
Theorem 2.9 
The map W: І2(0й,
 ч
) — ^ (Β^,μ^) has the following properties: 
l.Wl = l 
2. (D4 + Z)W = WX 
3. W is unitary. 
Proof: To prove property 1 note that for all η e (0,1) and |x | < ll-Jl^q, 
(W*l)(x) = ƒ Κ
η
\ζ7χ)μ^άζ) = ƒ Κ
η
(ζ,χ)μ<ί(άζ) = Krf&x) = 1. 
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Since W* — W*, at least weakly, it follows that W*l = 1. The operator WW* is the range 
projection of W and since vq and μ4 are both probability measures: 
IIWl - lHj, = \\(WW* - 1)111^ = (1,(WW* - Ι)1)μ, = IUII^ - lililí = 0. 
Property 2 follows from the definition of K: 
({Dq + Z)Wf) (z) = J (Dq + Z)K(z,x)f(x) vq(dx) 
= Γ xK{z,x)/(x)yC{(dx) 
= (WXf)(z). 
To prove 3 it suffices to show that zn lies in the range of W for all η e N. By 1 this 
is already the case for η = 0. Proceeding by induction, assume that WW*zk = zk for all 
к < п. From 2 we have that ZW = WX - DqW and W*Z = XW* - W*Dq. Hence 
WW*zn+l = W(XW* - W*Dq)zn 
= (Z + Dq)WW*zn - WW*[n]qzn~l 
= (Z + Dq)zn - [n]qzn-1 = Zzn = z n + 1 . 
So z n + 1 is in Ran W as well. D 
As a final result we calculate the operator W* explicitly. 
Lemma 2.10 
The operator W* is, for all ƒ e №2 (Bq, μ„), given by: 
(W*f)(x) = f -£— (JlShü£EEL
 + filkv-l/JT=q)\ 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of (2.16) with Kn(z,y) replaced by an arbitrary 
function ƒ (Z) 6 ^2(Bq^q). D 
Finally note that we can obtain relation 11.23 in [Gasper & Rahman 1990] with а = b = 0 
and с = qv2 using lemma 2.10 and the fact that W*l = 1. 
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2.3 Postscript 
So far, this chapter essentially reproduces [van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995]. About six months 
after publishing this paper I found a different and easier approach to calculating the mea­
sure Vq. This method will be described in this section. 
The Cauchy transform, G χ (ξ), of vq is defined as the expectation of the resolvent of the 
operator X = Dq + Z (note that this X is different from the multiplication operator X in the 
previous section): 
Gx(S)= J" Va(dx) (2.17) 1-х 
= (e0, (ξΐ - ХГхе0)^ = (eo,Лц„, (Im(Ç) > 0), 
where ƒ e ^/"2(Β4,μ4) is defined by (ξΐ - Λ") ƒ = I. Work out the action of X on ƒ to find: 
((1 - α)ζ(ξ -ζ)- l)f(z) + f(qz) = (1 - q)z. 
This implies that ƒ satisfies the recursion: 
ƒ « - л " г ) ; ( " ) " ' , ) г · , 2 - 1 8 ) 
where Ρ is defined as: 
with 
P(z) = {\-q)z2-{l-q)ï,z + \ 
= ( l - < ? ) ( z - z + ) ( z - z _ ) , 
z± = hç±^-4/(l-q)). 
Theorem 2.11 
For fixed ξ in the upper half of the complex plane, the unique solution ƒ G !К2ФЦ,ЦЦ) of 
(2.18) is given by: 
ηζ)
=~Η(^-· (2Л9) 
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Here h(z) andg(z) are defined as follows: 
oo 
h(z):=Y\P(qJz) 
00 oo 
g(z):={\-q)z^q? \\ P(qlz). 
J=0 i = j + l 
In particular we have: ϋχ(ξ) = ƒ (0) = g{zJ). 
Proof: Let hk denote the finite product Y\kJ=QP(q]z), and let 
к к 
gk(z) = (l-q)z^q^ Π W ^ · 
J=0 i=j + ì 
We first prove inductively that (2.18) implies for all к > 1: 
f = f(qkz)-gkl(z)^ 
fcfc-iU) 
Indeed, f or к = 1 this is just (2.18). Now suppose that relation (2.20) holds for some к > 1. 
Replacing ζ by qkz in equation (2.18) yields: 
f(akz) _ f(qk+i)-(l-q)qkz 
which, substituted into (2.20), gives: 
f ( . 1 (f(qk+lz)-(l-q)qkz \ 
f { z )
 = ht_7(z) { P~WZ-) °к-Л2)) 
= j ~ ^ (f(qk+lz) - ((1 - q)zqk + P(qkz)gk^ (z))) 
_ f(qk+iz)-gk(z) 
hk(z) 
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proving relation (2.20) for all k. In the limit k - o o w e obtain: 
h{z) 
It is a straightforward matter to check that relation (2.21) satisfies the recursion (2.18), ex­
cept possibly in the poles. Now, let Ζ denote the set of zeroes of h: 
Ζ := {ζ 6 С I h(z) = 0} = {z±/qn | и e N }. 
For ƒ to be an element of Э{2(Β4,μ4), the numerator ƒ (0) -g(z) of (2.21) must also vanish 
in these points whenever such a point lies within Bq: 
Vze2: \z\<-¡=L==>f(0)=g{z). (2.22) 
We claim that these seemingly clashing conditions can indeed be met if we put / (0) := 
g(z-). Indeed, first note that z+ £ Bq since Im(z+) > 0, z+z- = 1/(1 - q) and hence: 
0 < Im(Ç) = Im(z+ + z_) = Im(z+ + l/z+(l - q)) 
= I m ( z + ) ( l - l / | z + | 2 ( l - q ) ) , 
so |z+ | > 1/V1 -q-
Next, we show that g takes the same value in all the points z- lqn, η e Ν, whether or not 
they lie in B 4 : 
OO 00 
g{z-/qn) = (1 - q)q~nz- Σ«' Π W_"z_) 
OO OO 
= {l-q)z-XqJ-n Π PWnZ-) 
j = n i - j + 1 
OO 0 0 
= (1-4)2- X^' Π Wz-) 
= ¿?(z_). 
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In the second step the sum over j runs only from η onwards. This is justified since P(ql~n 
z_) = 0 for i = η, so that UT=J+i P(ql~nz-) = 0 for j < n. 
Finally we note that at least z- lies і п В
ч
 since z+z- = 1/(1 - q) and |z+| > 1/Vl ~4-
We conclude that condition (2.22) is satisfied ifand only if /(0) = g(z-), and then we can 
extend ƒ by continuity to an analytic function ί>4 — С, which is automatically square inte­
grable with respect to μ4. • 
We are now faced with the task to construct vq (dx) from its Cauchy transform. We know 
thatP(z-) = 0, sowehave( l-q) i? 2 n z ! = (l-q)q2n%z- - q 2 n . Use this to rewrite Ρ(q n z_): 
P{qnz.) = (1 - qn)(l - 4 η (ξζ_(1 - q) - D) 
= (l-qn){l-qn(l-q)z2_). 
The product in that occurs in ϋχ(ξ) can now be written in the following convenient form: 
00 00 
Π P(qnZ-)= f ] a-qn)a-qn(l-q)z2) 
n-j+l n=j+l 
=
 (q, (1 - q ) q z 2 ; q ) M 
(¿2, (1 - i i ^ z 2 - ; ^ ) / 
so we find the following form for the Cauchy transform of vq: 
0,0 
G χ (ξ) = (1 -q)z. (i?,(l - q) qzi;q) * 2<P ι (l-q)qzl]q'q (2.23) 
To calculate a measure on the real line from its Cauchy transform we use the Stieltjes 
inversion formula: 
vq(dx) = — l i m I m ( G x ( x + ie))dx. 
π fio 
From relation (2.23) we see that ϋχ(ξ) only has an imaginary part for χ E [-2/^1 - q, 
2/Vl - q] and therefore that vq(dx) = 0 outside this interval. We shall put v f = y/Tz-~qz+. 
Then (1 - q)z\ = v2, with z+ a function of ξ = χ + is: 
ν
ε
 = (Jï^q-ξ + V(l-4)5 2-4) /2 
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£¿° ±yfi- qx + \ ^ { l - q)x2. (2.24) 
In previous sections we agreed on 2 cos 9 = xjl -q, so 1іт£ш ν
ε
 = e
i9
 =:v.So we find: 
ImiGxix + is)) = — ív¡lyjl - q(q,qv;2;q)a,2<Pi
 я г
) - 2 ^ . 4 
-VÍly¡l-q{q,qvÍ2;q)oo2<Pi - ^ І З . Ч ) 
= (q, qvt¿, qvt 2; q)^ * —==§——
 2ψ\ 
¿l
 \i.qví¿\q)ai 
0,0 
qvi 2 ;ч.<г 
V f -ι 
(qv
c
,q)c 2<Pl 
0,0 
-^î'.q.q qvt1 
£io /: - ~1. 2 -2 ч ( ! Γ 0 · 0 
ι Γ ο,ο Ί\ 
= -д/l - i î s i n ^ i i î . i ï v 2 , ^ - 2 ; ^ ) » , 
where we used 11.23 in [Gasper & Rahman 1990] to reduce the sum between the large brack-
ets, which equals W*l, to 1. Stieltjes inversion now yields: 
vq(dx) = — yjl - qsm9(q,qv2,qv~2;q)a3dx. 
•
ь
л jo uoissojduii jBUOisiiannp-E ν 'Λ'Ζ ainSij 
Ι. 9 
SO 
У. idraDSxsod 
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Figure 2.2: The measure v4 for several values of q. 
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- 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 - 4 - 2 
Figure 2.3: The measure
 ч
 for several values of q 

Chapter 3 
An obstruction for 4-deformation of the convolution product 
In 1982 Voiculescu discovered a new notion of statistical independence, which he called 
"freeness". Two self-adjoint operators X\ and Хг on a Hilbert space 3ί are said to be free, 
or freely independent, with respect to a state vector ξ e J-f if, for all η G N and all bounded 
and measurable functions f\ , . . . , ƒ „ : К - IR such that if (ξ, ƒ, (Xtj )ξ> = 0 f or all j , one has: 
{ξ,ΜΧΟ···ΜΧ1η)ξ)=ο, 
where U,..., i
n
 is an alternating sequence of l's and 2's, i.e. U * U * • · · * ¿n- It turned 
out that this notion of independence brought along with it its own convolution product and 
its own stable laws. In particular, the unique freely stable law of finite variance is Wigner's 
semi-circle law, the free analogue of the Gaussian distribution. Between these two cases, 
classical independence and free independence, there exists a natural interpolation indexed 
by a parameter q e [-1,1], where q = 0 corresponds to freeness and q = 1 to classical inde-
pendence. The connection is formed by the ^-harmonic oscillator. Namely, on the one hand 
the Gauss measure coincides with the ground state probability distribution of the quantum 
harmonic oscillator. On the other hand, the ground state probability distribution of 5 + S*, 
where 5 is the left shift on i2(N), is precisely Wigner's semi-circle law. The operator 5 on 
Z2(N) can be viewed as the annihilation operator of a q-harmonic oscillator for q = 0. It is 
therefore natural to investigate the general ^-harmonic oscillator and the associated quan-
tum field as a candidate for a new, intermediate, form of independence and white noise in 
quantum mechanics. In [Bozejko et al. 1996] it was shown that this ^-quantum field has the 
funcional character of a second quantization. In particular, it follows that its ground state 
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probability distribution, vq, is a stable law for addition of quantum fields: let X\ be a field 
variable with distribution v4, dilated to variance σ\ and let Хг be a field variable with dis­
tribution Vj, dilated to variance σ22 such that X\ and Хг are q-independent. Then X\ + Хг is 
v4-distributed with variance af + σ\. For this reason vq is called the q-Gaussian distribu­
tion (see [Bozejko et al. 1996, van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995]). It seems important to further 
investigate what properties the intermediate q-cases share with the standard cases q = 0 
and q = 1. In particular: Is there a good ij-convolution? 
Suppose Xi and Хг are independent random variables in the classical sense. Then the 
distribution μ of their sum is determined by the distributions μι of X\ and μ2 of Хг- Indeed, 
μ is the convolution product of μ\ and μ2. If, in the above case, we replace "independent" 
by "free" (or "freely independent"), then again μ is determined by μ\ and μ2. This defines 
the free convolution product μι ш μ2 := μ of μι and μ2. Free convolution is an interesting 
operation involving Cauchy transforms and inverted functions [Maassen 1992, Voiculescu 
et al. 1992]. 
Let us now consider the same situation for general q. First we must specify what we 
mean by "^-independent" random variables X\ and Хг, other than the known ^-Gaussian 
ones. It seems reasonable to call functions of X\ and Хг q-independent if X\ and Хг are 
^-independent q-Gaussians. In this paper we show that this runs into the following dif­
ficulty: the distribution of the sum of such q-independent random variables is no longer 
determined by the distributions of the summands. This will be shown by means of a coun­
terexample. 
In 1991, Bozejko and Speicher introduced the q-quantum field (cf. [Bozejko & Speicher 
1991, Bozejko & Speicher 1992]). Their construction is based on a q-deformation, Jq{fo), of 
the full Fock space over a separable Hilbert space A. Their random variables are given by 
self-adjoint operators of the form 
X(f):=a(f)+a(f)*, ƒ e A, 
where a( ƒ ) and a( ƒ ) * are the annihilation and creation operators associated to ƒ satisfying 
the q -deformed commutation relation, 
a{f)a(g)* -qa(g)*a{f) = (f,g)l. (3.1) 
This commutation relation was first introduced by Frisch and Bourret in [Frisch & Bourret 
1970] and various aspects of it were studied in a.o. [Dykema & Nica 1993, Greenberg 1991, 
Jargensen et al. 1994, van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995]. 
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For q = 1 the random variables X{f) and X(g), with ƒ ± g, are independent Gaussian 
random variables in the classical sense, in the limit q 1 0 they become freely independent 
in the sense of Voiculescu [Voiculescu et al. 1992]. 
The construction of the Fock representation for (3.1) is described in [Bozejko & Speicher 
1991, Dykema & Nica 1993], but for completeness we give the necessary details here. Oper-
ators a(f) and a(f )* are, for all ƒ e ft, defined on the full Fock space J : = C e "=і ^ 8 " 
by: 
a(f)*hi ® · · • ® h
n
 := ƒ ® hi ® • · • ® h
n
, η e H,hi,...,h
n
 e ft 
and 
α(/)Ψ := 0, (3.2) 
η 
α(/)/ΐι ® • • • ® h
n
:= Xqk~l(f,hk)hi® • • • hk • • • ® hn, η > 1 
k=l 
where the notation hi ® · · · hk · · · ® h
n
 stands for the tensor product hi ® · · - ® hk-i ® 
hjt+i ® • • • ® h
n
 and Ψ = 1 О О • · · . In order to ensure that a(f)* is the adjoint of a{f) 
for all ƒ Ë Ô , Bozejko and Speicher recursively define an inner product ( -, • )q on J as: 
<0i ® • · -®gm,hi ® · · -®h„) 4 :=5„,m(^2® • · · 9gnta{g\)h\ ® · · · ® h n ) 4 
и 
= <5
n
,m X ^ ' ^ b H k X ^ z ® · • • ®gn,h\ β • · -hk- · · ®Н„)
Ч
. 
We denote the full Fock space J equipped with this inner product by J-\ (ft). By a well-known 
theorem of Gelfand, Naimark and Segal, known as the GNS construction, there exists, up to 
unitary equivalence, only one cyclic representation of the relations (3.1) satisfying (3.2). For 
A = С the above construction reduces to jpq(C) = i2(N, [п]
ч
!), where [n]q = (l-qn)/(l-q) 
and [n)q\ = U%dJ]q with [0]„! = 1. 
In [Bozejko & Speicher 1992, van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995] the density of the q-Gaussian 
distribution, vq{dx), of the random variable ΑΌ = α(/ο)+α(/ο)* with/o e ft and ||/oll = 1 is 
calculated. This density is a measure on Ж, where it is supported on the interval [-2/y/T- q, 
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ll^JT^q]. If we denote the η-fold product Пк-od _ a£lk) by (a;q)
n
 and agree on (αϊ, . . . , 
dm',я)η = Ыі\а)
п
 · · • (a
m
;q)
n
, then v^dx) can be written as: 
vq(dx) = v'q(x)dx = — y l - q sin9(q,qv 2,qv~ 2\q)« dx, 
where 2 cos S = x-J\ - q and ν = exp (W). 
To state the main theorem of this paper we define X\ to be the random variable a{f\ ) + 
a(f\)* for some ƒι G A with ||/i || = 1 and (f0, f\) = 0. Then Xo and Xi are q-Gaussian 
random variables, independent in the sense of quantum probability: 
V¥,ßo(Xo)ßi(Ximq = w,ßi(Xi)ßo(x0mq = ^ Л І А Ь І ^ С Г . Р І ^ І Т ) , , 
for bounded and measureable functions /?o. β ι : К — R. See a.o. [Bozejko & Speicher 1991, 
Kümmerer 1987]. 
Theorem 3.1 
There exists a function y: R -» R such that XQ and y(Xo) are identically distributed but 
X0 + X\ and у (Xo) + X\ are not. 
The consequence of this theorem is that the distribution of the sum of two or more random 
variables depends on the choice of random variables and not solely on the respective distri­
butions of these random variables. This means that a ^-convolution paralleling the known 
convolution for probability measures for the cases q = 0 (cf. [Maassen 1992, Voiculescu 
et al. 1992]) and q = 1 cannot exist. 
In contrast to the above, Nica, in [1995], constructs a convolution law for probability dis­
tributions that interpolates between the known cases q = 0 and q = 1. Theorem 3.1 implies 
that this interpolation does not hold for functions of q-Gaussians. In fact this can also be 
seen by explicit calculation of the moments of the distribution of XQ + Xf", n,m e N us­
ing the convolution law Nica suggests and using the structure inherently present in Jq (ft). 
From the fourth moment onwards the moments differ for n , m > 1, although they are the 
same for the cases q = 0 and q = ±1, as they should be. 
In the next section we shall prove theorem 3.1 by constructing the function y and showing 
that the fourth moment of the distribution of y (Xo) + Xi is strictly smaller then the fourth 
moment of the distribution of Xo + Xi for q e (0,1). 
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3.1 Construction of y and proof of theorem 
From [van Leeuwen & Maassen 1995] we have a unitary operator W* : J f 2 (B q ,^ 4 ) — L2(R, 
vq). With the use of this operator we construct a unitary operator U: Jq(C) — L2(R,vq): 
(α*)ΜΨ ·- h„ := W*zn that diagonalizes the operator X = a + a* with a = a ( l ) , such that 
UX = TU with Τ the operator of pointwise multiplication on L2(R, vq) given by (Tf)(x) = 
xf(x) for ƒ e L2(R, v 4). The operator [ƒ satisfies ί/Ψ = 1. Note that the operator X de­
fined in this way is not the same operator X defined in section 2.2. In fact the operator X 
defined in section 2.2 equals the operator Τ defined here. The operator U defined here is 
the operator W* defined in lemma 2.10 on page 37. 
Let y be the transformation on [-2/V1 -q,2/Vl - q\ that changes the orientations of 
[-2/V1 -3,0] and [0,21 yß - ~q] in such a way that the distribution vq is preserved. For 
this γ has to satisfy the differential equation: 
v'q(x)dx + v'q{y(x))dy(x) = 0, (3.3) 
with уС-г/л/Г^) = y(2/yfl~^q) = 0. Indeed, this leads to: 
P(0 < Τ < χ) = P>(0 < y(T) < x) = Hy'Hx) ^ Τ < 2/д/і -q) 
as can be seen by differentiating both sides with respect to x. Note that the function y is 
its own inverse. Figure 3.1 shows a typical picture of the shape of the function y. 
Let W be the unitary operator on I 2 (R, vq) that implements y: 
(Wf)(x)=f(y(x)) гог/еІ 2 №, „). 
This immediately implies that W2 = I since у о у = id, so W is self-adjoint. If we define 
W := U*WU it follows that: 
y(X) = y(U*TU) = U*y{T)U = U*WTWU = WXW, 
so W is a unitary and self-adjoint operator on jFq(C) that implements the action of y on X. 
Note that WW = Ψ because Wl = 1. On the canonical basis (ej)jeN of J'q(C) the operator 
W can be written as: 
oa 
We
n
 = X г
 кп
е
к
, with WQQ = 1. 
fc=0 
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2/VT^ 
0 
-2/yfT^q 0 2 / V T ^ 
Figure 3.1: The function y. 
Now let us choose f? = C2,/o = ( l ,0)and/i = (0,1) and let us denote a(/o) by ao and a(f\) 
by a\. Recall from the introduction that Xo = a0 + αζ and ΛΊ = a.\ + a*. In this setting we 
need a unitary operator W on fqCC2) that satisfies y {X) = WXW. To this end we denote by 
X с Ju (С2) the kernel of the operator ao on J^ (C2). Then by constructing an isomorphism 
V: J 4 ( C ) e X - J q ( C 2 ) , the operator Ж can be extended to W = V(W ® 1)V*. 
Proposition 3.2 
The space Jq(C2) is canonically isomorphic to Jq(С) ® X. 
Proof: From the commutation relation (3.1) we find that а%(а$)" = Ρ
η
(.αΙαο), where P
n
 is 
a polynomial of degree η with constant coefficient [п]
ч
! . In fact, P„ is given by 
η 
For η e Ν, let X
n
 denote the Hilbert subspace {α^)ηΧ. Note that X
n
 is indeed closed, 
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since {CLQ ) n acts on X as a multiple of an isometry, for every φ e X, 
Ηα%)ηφ\\1 = (φ,Ρη^α0)φ)<ί = [п] ч ! | |ф | | 2 . 
Furthermore, X
n
 ± X
m
 for n> m, since for φ, ψ e Χ, 
{{α^φΛαΙΓψ),, = < K ) n - m c p I « a S ) ' » 4 
= < ( а ^ ) п - т ф , Р
т
( а ^ а 0 ) ^ ) ч 
= [ т ]
ч
! < < р , ( а 0 ) п - т ^ ) ч = 0 . 
Now suppose that some ψ e J V C 2 ) is orthogonal to all the X
n
. We claim that for all 
n e N 
ψ -LkeraJ, (3.4) 
from which it follows that ψ = 0, since ( C 2 ) e n = Jq n ) (C 2 ) с кега£+ 1 . 
We proceed to prove (3.4) by induction. For η = 1 we already have (3.4) since ker CLQ = X. 
Suppose that (3.4) holds for some n. Then ψ e Ran(ao)n, say ψ = 1іт*:-оо(ао)псрк with 
<Pk e Jq(C 2 ), fe e N. Take Э- e кега£+ 1 and define ξ := a%9- e X, then 
<ψ,3)„ = 1 іт((а2 | ) "фь^)
ч
 = 1іт(ф
к
,С)
ч 
к—он к—m 
= r r ~ ï Ит(фк,Р„(а^а 0 )С) ч In],,! к-00 
=
 7¿--lim((a0*)>k)(a0*)nC)íl 
Lnj4! к-« 
= ^ ^ . ( α 0 * ) Μ ξ ) ί 1 = 0, 
because (αρ)ηξ e JC„ 1 ψ. The claim, (3.4), follows by induction. 
We define an operator V: J 4 ( C ) ® X - J 4 ( C 2 ) by: 
( е
п
® Ф ) : = ( а £ ) > . 
The operator V is an isomorphism since its range is dense by the above, and, for all φ , ξ ε 
X, 
(V(e
n
 β Φ ) , V { e
m
 9 ξ))„ = <(a 0 *)>, (a*0)ml)q 
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= δ
η
,
γη
(φ,Ρ
η
(αζα0)ξ)4 
= ( е „ ® ф , е
т
® ξ),,. π 
Lemma 3.3 
The operator W has the following properties: 
1. W is unitary and self adjoint, 
2. y(X0) = WX0W, 
3. Wqp = φ for all φ & X, in particular WY = Ψ, 
4. W(Xo<p) = Zr=iWn(a¿)kcp for all φ e Χ. 
Proof: Property 1 is clear from the definition of W since W is unitary and self-adjoint. 
To prove property 2, note that, for φ G ^Candn e Ν, (а*®І)(е„®ф) = (е
и+і®<р) = 
a¿V(en ® φ), so V(a* ® 1)V* = a¿¡ and V(X β I)V* = X0- It follows that 
WXQW = WV(X® 1)V*W 
= V(W® I)(X® I)(W® I)V* 
= (у(Х)®Л) * 
= Vy(X®l)V* = y(Xo). 
Property 3 is a consequence of the invariance of во under W: 
Wop = V{W ® I)(e 0 ® Ф) = V(e0 ®φ) = φ, 
for all φ e Χ. 
The proof of property 4 is also immediate from definitions: 
W(X0qp) = W(a£q>) = V(Wel)Ui ® φ) = v(Wex ® φ) 
= £ г ^ і (е
к
®ф) = £ Wki(aá)V. D 
fc=l fc=l 
We now turn to the proof of theorem 3.1. 
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Proof: First we calculate the fourth moment of XQ + X\. Since X(fQ + /i ) is q-Gaussian with 
variance 2 we have: 
(ΨΛΧο + Χ^Υ)« = (V2) 4(Y,X^) 4 = 4||Χ2.Ψ||2 
= 4(||Ψ||2, + | | / 0 β 2 | | 2 ) = 4 ( 1 + [2]ίΐ) 
= 8 + 4q, 
a linear interpolation between 8 and 12 for q varying between 0 and 1. We now turn to the 
calculation of the fourth moment of y(Xo) + X\. 
(ЧЛ іХо) + * ι ) 4 Ψ ) 4 = IKy(Xo) +ΑΊ)2Ψ||2. 
For this we need the following: 
y(X0)2W = WX2W4 = Ψ + Wfg2 
X2y¥ = Ψ + /f2 
y(X0)XvW = WXoWXiV = WXoXiV 
oo oo 
= X n/fcl(aS)kXiY = Σ W<fk ® /i 
fc=l k = l 
*iy(X0)Y = X i W W = Σ "ufi ® /o e k. 
fc=l 
from which it is easy to deduce that: 
\\(y(Xo) + xl)2x¥\\l = \\(y{Xo)2 + xìm\l + uy(Xo)Xì+Xiy(Xom\\l. a s ) 
The first term on the right hand side of (3.5) is found to be: 
||(y(Xo)2 + X\W\\\ = 4| |Ψ||2 + ||/<?2||2 + II/?2 II2. = 4 + 2[2], = 6 + 2«. 
The second term on the right hand side of (3.5) yields: 
00 
\\(y(Xo)Xl +XiY(X0m\\2q = Σ u>L\\(fok ® fr + Λ ® fok)\\l-
k=l 
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= XWi(ll/oek®/ill^ + ll/i®/oekll^ 
+ 2 < / 0
в к ® / ь / 1 ® / о
в к )
ч
) 
00 
= 2jjw2kl{l + qk)[k}q\ 
k=\ 
CO 
= 2 + 2 ^ и / ^ к ] , ! . 
To prove the theorem it remains to show that 
oo 
^wl
x
qk[k\4\<q for q e (0,1). 
k = l 
To this end note that qk < q for к > 2 and q e (0,1), so: 
oo 
fc=l 
from which it follows that: 
co oo 
X w2klq
k[k]q\ < q Σ wliW = 10 ei W\ = 4-
k=\ k=l 
We conclude that (Ψ, (y(X0) + Xi)4V)q < (Ψ, (Xo + Xi)4vF>q for q e (0,1). D 
The content of theorem 3.1 is shown graphically in figure 3.2 where the fourth moment 
of XQ + X\, and a numerical approximation of the fourth moment of у (Xo) + X\ are plotted. 
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Figure 3.2: The fourth moment of X0 + X\ and y(X0) + Xi for q e (0,1). 

Chapter 4 
A statistical mechanical model 
In this chapter we describe a statistical mechanical model defined by Parisi [Parisi 1994], 
which he called "an infinite dimensional array of Josephson junctions in a random magnetic 
field". We shall refer to this model as the "Parisi model". Parisi claimed a relation between 
the moments of a ^-harmonic oscillator and the moments of the standardized deformed 
lattice Laplacian in his model but did not prove this relation. In this chapter we establish 
the connection. The Parisi model therefore constitutes a physical application of the theory 
of g-deformations. 
4.1 Notation 
For d, N e N we will define the Parisi model on a discrete ¿¿-dimensional lattice: 
T(N,d):= {-N,.. . ,0 N}d. 
Define the set of h-dimensional, h e Ы, elementary facets (i.e. points, edges, planes, etc.) in 
T(N,d) as follows: 
Xh:= {(v,y)eT(N,d)xyh({l,...,d}) | j e у => v(j) * Ν], 
where Ißh ( {1, • • ·, d} ) is the collection of all subsets of { 1 , . . . , d} which contain exactly h 
elements. In this notation (v, y) stands for the elementary facet which has ν e Τ (Ν, d) as 
its lowest vertex, and whose spatial orientation is defined by the set of spatial directions 
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у с {1,2,..., d]. Then XQ stands for the set Τ (Ν, d) of vertices itself, X\ is the set of edges 
in T{N,d), and Хг is the set of 2-dimensional planes in T(N,d), from now on referred to 
as plaquettes. By Qh we shall mean the set of all functions from Xh to Z: 
and by Qh we shall mean the set of all functions from Xh to C: 
Ω„ := Cx\ 
the set of "forms" on Xh, from now on referred to as /г-forms. They are a discrete ana­
logue of the differential forms of Cartan. The set of all differential forms will be denoted 
by Ω := Фя=о Ω&. Similarly we define: Q := 0£-o Qh- Note that #(Xh) = dim Qh - dimQ/, = 
(fy (2N)h(2N + l)d~h. An element of (g\ will be called a curve (on T(N,d)) and an element 
of (дг will be called a surface (on T(N, d)). The mapping 
jeX, 
associates to a curve its length, and the mapping 
А:С2^Ы:к~ X \k(j)\ 
jeXi 
sends a surface to its area. By a walk of length η e N on T(N,d) we shall mean a series 
of consecutively neighboring points (ori,..., oc„) in T(N, d) that trace out a curve I £ Q\. 
This curve I assigns to every edge χ e Χι, the number of times the walk (oti,..., a
n
) runs 
through χ in positive direction minus the number of times this walk runs through χ in 
negative direction. So a curve is thought of as just any configuration of edges equipped 
with a direction and a multiplicity. A surface is conceived of analogously. A walk will be 
called closed if αϊ = α„. 
We define the integral of an fi-form co e Ω>, over some element к e Qh as follows: 
Definition 4.1 
cu:=<fc,to)= X k(x)w{x). 
J k
 xzXh 
NOTATION 6 1 
We define the boundary and coboundary operators dh • Qh — Gh-i and oh'. Ω^ — Ω^+ι as 
follows: 
(dhâ)(v,y) := X £U,Y)(ß(v - eJty и {j}) -0(v,y и {j})) h > 1 
(5h/)(v,y):= £ £ 0 \ у \ { Л ) ( / ( + е . , , у \ { Л ) - / ( , у \ { Л ) ) h ^ 0, 
wheref(j',g) := (-i)*lieeU<j] and eJt j e {l,...,d}, denotes the unit vector in the j'-th 
direction in T(N,d). We define the operator 5 on Ω as oh for a differential form in Ω&, so 
S h = δ\η
Η
. The operator δ can be considered the discrete version of the derivative operator 
on h-forms. The operator Э on Q, defined as dh = d\çh, will be referred to as the boundary 
operator, since it yields the (h - 1)-dimensional boundary of an h-dimensional object for 
h > 1. Stokes' theorem is the statement that δ and Э are each others adjoints. 
Theorem 4.2 (Stokes) 
For ω e Cìh and к e Çh+i we have: 
δω = co. 
Jk Jdk 
Proof: By l(V,y) we denote the characteristic function of (v,y) e Χι. Then to prove this 
theorem it suffices to show that <Э1(
 іУ
),си) = (1{
ν
,
Υ
),δω) for every (v,y) e Xh+\ and 
co e Ω^: 
(Э1(„,у),си) = Χ (3ΐ ( υ, ν))(ΐι>,ρ)ω(^\ρ) 
(u/,e)eX/, 
= Σ Σ
 fO'.e)(l(i',y)(w - ß j . p u ( Л ) - 1(ν^)(ϋ/,ρυ {j}))o)(ty,g) 
= X f ( j , y \ { j } ) ( a ) ( v + e J ) y \ { j } ) - c o ( v ) y \ { j } ) ) 
j e y 
= (5co)(v,y) = (1(„
іУ
),5со>. D 
Theorem 4.3 
<52=0. 
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Proof: For ω eClh and i < j we have for all (v, y) e Xh+г'· 
(6h+l6hoú)(v,y) = Xf(i,y)(5hCü(v + e „ y \ {i}) -<5hío(v,y \ {i})) 
ley 
= X F{i,j)G(i,j), 
where 
and 
F( i , j ) = f ( i , y ) f ( j , y \ {i}) 
G(i,j') = o>(v + et + ej,y \ {i , j}) -o ) (v + e„y \ {i,j}) 
- ω ( ν + 6j,y \ {i,j}) + ш( ,у\ {i,j}). 
Note that G is symmetric and F is antisymmetric: 
F{iJ)F(j, i) = £(i, y)£(j, y \ { i })£0', y)£(i, y \ {j }) 
= (_ i )# ( fcey |k< i ) (_ 1 ^#{key \ ( i} |k< j l (_ 1 )#{key | f c< j} (_ 1 )# (key \ ( i} | l £< i} 
= - 1 . 
Therefore 5h+i<5hCü = Y.i,jeyF(hJ)G(.i,j) = 0 for all ω e ΩΗ- • 
Because 3 = δ*, viewed as (#Xh) x (#Xh+i)-matrices, it immediately follows that: 
Corollary 4.4 
э
2
 = о. 
Definition 4.5 
An element ρ e G.h is called closed ifdh(p) = 0 . 
We shall call a closed curve a loop. The boundary of a surface к is always a loop since 
d2k = 0. We shall say that дгк spans k. With every loop I we can associate a class of surfaces 
I) := {fe e (дг | d¿k = I}, the class of surfaces spanned by 1. An element ρ e Τι will be called 
minimal, with respect to I, if A(p) is minimal in A{T¡). 
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Definition 4.6 
By the area A(l) of a loop we shall mean the area of a surface that is minimal with respect 
tol. 
A closed walk traces out a loop. By the area of a closed walk («i,. . ., a„ = oti) we shall 
mean the area of the loop traced out by this walk, and denote it by: Α((αι,. . . , a
n
) ) . 
4.2 Description of the Parisi model 
In the description of the Parisi model we try to stay as close as possible to the notation used 
in [Parisi 1994]. 
Consider T(N,d) and put on every plaquette a magnetic field, i.e. we define a 2-form 
В e Ω2 with strength e [0, π], the sign of which will be chosen independently for every 
pair of spatial directions: 
B(v,{iJ})=S{lj]3, 
where S{
 ltJ \ is a random variable depending on the pair {i, j}. The random variable S{ ltJ} 
is a coin toss, i.e. the value of 5{ t J 1 is chosen from { -1,1} with distribution {1/2,1/2}. 
It is obvious that, for any of the 2d{d~l)/2 choices for 5, the constant field В on T(N,d) is 
divergence free: δΒ = 0. We put q := cos 2?, then q e [-1,1]. 
By Ф(к) we denote the magnetic flux through some surface к e Çjz- This flux is simply 
the sum of the fluxes through the plaquettes in k, which, by definition 4.1, equals: 
Ф(к) = X k(x)B(x) = í B. 
xeX2 ^k 
We define the magnetic flux enclosed by a loop l e Qi as the flux Φ (к) for some к spanned 
by I, and denote it by Φ (I). Since the field В is divergence free there must exist some A e Ωι 
for which διΑ = B. Indeed, if, for к e {1,..., d} we choose any C 0 , . . . , Cd e IR, and put: 
A(w, { к }) = Co + X (Cj + u/(j)S { j lk,3), 
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then the requirement δι A = В is fulfilled as can be checked easily by calculating (<5iA)(v, 
{i,j}) explicitly. By Stokes' theorem we find for Φ(ί): 
Φ(Ι)= ί δΑ= f Α= У Κχ)Α(χ) 
for all к ε r¿. So Φ (I) is well-defined and does not depend on the choice of k. 
We consider the magnetic field В on T(N,d) to deform a nearest-neighbor interaction 
given by an (2N + l)d χ (2N + l)d-interaction matrix, leading to the deformed lattice Lapla-
cian Δ4. The matrix Δ4 is defined by: 
Ι(Δι,)ν,ιι/Ι = 
1 if \v -w\ = 1, for v,w e Xo 
0 otherwise, 
where the phases are determined by the field: 
/A \ . _ ріА( Лк)) 
(л \ . _ 0-iA(v,{k)) 
for all (v, {к}) e X\. From this definition it is clear that (Aq)ViW = (Aq)WtV. Now let 
W(l) := еІФІІ) = Π е і И х Ш х ) 
xeX, 
be the product of the A4's along a loop 1. W(l) is known as the "Wilson loop" although W(I) 
itself is not a loop but a complex number assigned to the loop I. For a closed walk I' that 
traces out a loop l e Ç\ we have that the product of the A4's along I' equals the product of 
the Aq's along 1. We denote this by W(l') = W(l). 
We define an operator X as follows: 
* - 7ША<· m ) 
where the hat symbolizes dependence on N and d. Then X is an element in the algebra 
Л :=Г"({-1,+1}Ф -M(2N+l)ä), (4.2) 
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where { - 1 , +1 }(*) is the space of outcomes of the coin tosses and M(2N+i)d denotes the 
(2N + l)d χ (2N + l)d matrices with complex entries. On MUN+D* we have a normalized 
trace tr = (1/(2ΛΓ + l)d) Tr, where Tr is the standard trace on M^N+IW- Since we have here a 
trace that satisfies tr(I) = 1, its expectation can serve as a generalized probability measure 
on Л and it is therefore possible to calculate generalized expectations of operators in Ά: 
ф(Х») := Ê(tr(X")) = ( 2 ^ 2 ^ : - ^ ÊCft(*î» for all η e Ν. 
Here Ê yields the expectation value with respect to the d(d - l ) /2 coin tosses. Note that 
the mapping φ = Ê о tr is a state on Л. The standardization factor l/y/2d in (4.1) ensures 
that X has variance 1 in the limit N —· 00. it remains to show that indeed φ(Χη) can be 
interpreted as a sum over walks on T(N, d): 
ф (
^
И ) = ( 2 І Т Т Я І ( Т г а л ) ) 
=
 ( 2 Ν \ ΐ ) Λ Σ ·•• Σ ХгиіЯш···*™) (4.3) 
V¿j\ -г LI
 ue
r(N,d) i
n
eT(N,d) 
The product Xlul2 • · ·ΧιηΜ in the right hand side of this equation yields something different 
from 0 if and only if 
111 -І2І = ІІ2-І3І = · • · = ltn-1 - in i = U n - i l l = 1, 
(іі.І2іізі---ііпііі) is a closed walk on T{N,d) that starts from ¿1 and returns to i\ and 
hence describes a loop in <g\. If the walk crosses some point in T(N,d) more than once, 
then there is more than one walk yielding the same loop. Therefore the sum over walks in 
(4.3) cannot be reduced to a sum over loops easily. 
4.3 Pair partitions, walks and loops 
In this section we shall describe the connection between pair partitions as described in the 
introduction, closed walks on T{N,d), and loops in Q\. 
Suppose we have some Π e ÎMS) consisting of η pairs P\,...,P
n
 with P
x
 = (atI/?i) for 
i e {1,..., η} and 5 = {1,..., 2η}. To every pair Pt we assign the unit vector in the i-th 
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direction, et. Now for every element s e S, starting with 1, we make a step in the lattice in 
the direction assigned to the pair in Π to which this number belongs. If s is the first element 
of such a pair, then the step will be taken in the positive direction. If s is the second element 
of such a pair, then the step will be taken in the negative direction. If we choose the origin 
as a starting point for our walks, then we always get a loop on {0,1 }n, the corners of the 
unit cube in η dimensions. 
For fixed Π, define a mapping σπ : S — {1 η } that indicates to what pair s e S be­
longs: au(s) = г if s Ε Ρ,. Furthermore define a mapping 9
n
: S — { - 1 , +1} that indicates 
whether it is the first or the second element of this pair: 9n(s) = 1 if s = <х.
г
 and 9-n(s) = - 1 
if s = βι. To keep track of our walk we define a mapping ν : S — Xo as follows: 
s 
v(s) := X ЫЛеоио) with ν(0) := 0. 
j = i 
To fix the starting point and direction of every edge in the walk we need the following map­
ping: 
w. S — Х(ь i — min(v(i - 1), ν (i)), 
where min(v(i - l),v(i)) is the component wise minimum of v{i - 1) and v(i). Now, let 
yi: T2ÍS) - Qi associate to Π the loop in Ci traced out by the walk (0,v(l),v(2) 
v ( 2 n - l ) , 0 ) : 
2n 
Уі(П) := ^ 9nO')l(i!/0),(otiü)))· 
j - i 
Lemma 4.7 
Υ\ (П) is a loop, i.e. Эіуі (Π) = 0. 
This is immediately clear since уі(П) is the loop traced out by the closed walk (v(0),v(l), 
..., ν (2n)). As an illustration of notation however, we spell out the proof of this lemma. 
Proof: The walk that traces out the loop y ι (Π) runs through the j'th edge, the edge between 
v(j - 1) and v(j) for 1 < j < 2n, in either positive or negative direction. In the first case 
we have that v(j) = v(j - 1) + β
σπ
υ) and v(j - 1) = w{j), therefore: 
l (v( j) ,0) - l ( v ( j - l ) , 0 ) = 1 ( » Ο ) +
ί σ η υ ι
, 0 ) - l (w(j) ,0) · 
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In the second case we have that v(j) = w(j) and v(j - 1) = v(j) + β
σ π
0). therefore: 
l(v(j),0) - 1(νθ-ΐ),0) = -(1(»θ)+βαπο).0) - 1(U/(J),0))-
This means that in both cases: 
l(v(j),0) - l(v(j-l),0) = $nU)(l(w(j)+e
anU),0) - l(w(j),0))· (4-4) 
The action of 3i on an edge is, for и e Τ (Ν, d) and i e {1,..., d - 1}, given by: 
3il(u,{t)) = l(u+e l,0) - l(u,0)· (4.5) 
Use (4.4) and (4.5) to calculate ЭіУі(П): 
In 
ЗіУі(П) = X *пО')Эі1(»о)лоно))) 
2n 
= Χ ^πΟ')(1(ιι-Ο)+
ί σ π ϋ ) ,0) - l(u/(j).0)) 
J = l 
2n 
= X( l (v( j ) ,0) - l(vO-l),0)) = 0, 
J=l 
since v(2n) = v{0). о 
Apart from yj we shall also need an injective mapping y2 : T2 (S) — Ç2 that maps a parti-
tion to a surface in Г
Уі
 (
Го
. To this end it is possible to regard the pair partition in the circle 
representation as a planar graph with a closed outer edge. For every planar graph we can 
construct a dual by regarding every sector inside the outer edge of the graph as a vertex 
in the dual graph. The vertices in the dual graph are then connected by edges when the 
corresponding sectors have an edge in common. 
Definition 4.8 
The dual graph of a pair partition is the dual of the planar graph generated by its circle 
representation. 
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V(3) ,,-N V(2) 
v(4) / / > O v \ \ \ v( l ) 
v(5) Y > « ^ / . WC / v(0) = v(8) 
v(6) 
Figure 4.1: The dual graph of the pair partition Π = {(1,5), (2,6), (3,7), (4,8)}. The ori­
entation of the walk that traces out y\ (Π) is indicated by arrows. 
Figure 4.1 shows the construction of the dual graph of the partition Π = {(1,5),(2,6), 
(3,7), (4,8)}. To construct уг. consider the planar graph, H, given by the circle representa­
tion of a pair partition Π e Тг(Б). The disc sectors in this graph represent elements of XQ, 
as is clear from the construction of the circle representation. Namely, we assign to sectors 
in Я a vertex in space as follows: denote by Ло the sector in Η that has an edge in common 
with the circle segment between 1 and 2n. Then to every sector Λ in Я we associate a vertex 
у = (y(l),...,y(n)) according to: 
Jo if Л and Ло he on the same side of the connecting line with index i, 
i l otherwise. 
As a consequence, to A0 is associated 0 e {0,1 }n. This procedure is illustrated in figure 4.2, 
which shows a picture of the partition Π = {(1,5), (2,4), (3,6)} with the corner points in 
every sector as an element of {0,1 }3. Since two sectors in the graph that have an edge in 
common can be associated to points in XQ that differ only one step in the direction corre­
sponding to the shared edge, we can connect two such points by an edge in the dual graph, 
H', of Π, corresponding to an edge in X\. This way the sectors in H' point at plaquettes 
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Figure 4.2: The comer points of the surface generated by the partition Π = {(1,5), 
(2,4), (3,6)}. 
in X2, since every crossing of connecting lines in Η has four sectors in Η that share that 
point. Since any two lines cross at most once, the number of plaquettes enclosed by H' is 
equal to #с(П), the number of crossings of П. In fact, H' contains a plaquette, based upon 
the minimum of its four corner points, иц, for every pair (i,j) e с(П). We can now define: 
у 2 ( П ) : = X 1(и„,н.Л)· 
(í,j)ec(m 
Note that every plaquette in y2 (Π) receives positive orientation in this definition. 
Theorem 4.9 
For every Π e P 2 (2n) * ейа ед 2у 2(П) = уі(П). 
The content of this theorem becomes apparant if one realizes that the outer edge of the 
dual graph of the pair partition Π represents the walk (v(0),v(l), . . . ,v(2n)) as is shown 
in figure 4.1. It is immediately clear that non-crossing partitions Π e Р 2(2п), partitions 
with #с(П) = 0, yield у2(П) = 0, so we have 3 2y 2(n) = 0. This agrees with y\ (Π) = 0: every 
step that is taken is retraced later. This, however, will be a special case of the proof we shall 
give. 
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Proof: Let H be the planar graph given by the circle representation of Π. Fix an edge (v, 
{i}) in the dual graph, H', of Π. This edge crosses a segment, к, of the i l h connecting line 
in H. There are now three possibilities: 
1. the segment к is the i t h connecting line itself, i.e. the i t h connecting line crosses no 
other connecting lines in H, 
2. the segment к connects the edge of the circle to a crossing with the j t h connecting 
line in H, and 
3. the segment к connects 2 crossings, say with the j{h and the ϊψ connecting line. 
In the first case the connecting line in the circle representation corresponding to et splits 
the circle into two separate parts connected by one edge, ζ, in H'. The i t h connecting line 
therefore crosses no other connecting lines. This means that there exist no k e {1,..., η} 
such that (i, k) e с(П), therefore уг(П)( , {i}) = 0. Since the walk that traces out уі(П) is 
closed, it has to visit ζ twice, once in the positive direction and once m the negative direc­
tion, so уі(П)(£) also vanishes. 
In the second case the edge (v, {i}) is in the boundary of the plaquette (ulJt {i,j}), so 
02y2(n))(V,{i}) = f(i ,{j})(l(U l J + e j ,( t) )(V,{i})-l(U l J , ( l})(v,{i})). (4.6) 
First suppose i < j , then the crossing pairs (a,,/?t) and (oij,ßj) in Π satisfy at < a, < 
0, < ßj. Now if ν = Uij, meaning that ν and ul} lie on the same side of the i t h and j t h 
connecting line as 0, then the walk that traces out y\ (Π) reaches ν before crossing the j t h 
connecting line. Therefore the step this walk takes from ν onwards corresponds to at so 
Уі(П)( , {i}) = 1. From (4.6) we see that also 02У2(П))(г;, {f}) = 1. If, on the other hand, 
ν = Ui,+ej then ν and u
v} lie on the same side of the i
t h
 connecting line but not on the same 
side of the ƒ h connecting line. This means that the walk that traces out yi (Π) has to cross 
the ƒ h connecting line before it can reach v. But this means that a step in the i t h direction 
has also been taken. Therefore we know that the step in the i t h direction corresponds to β
τ 
so уі(П)( , {i}) = - 1 . From (4.6) we see that also (Э2у2(П))( , {i}) = - 1 . Now suppose 
i > j , then the crossing pairs (a„ ßt) and (otJtßj) in Π satisfy a, < a t < ß} < ßt. The same 
type of argument as used for the case i < j yields: 
v=utJ^ (Э2у2(П))( , {i}) = уі(П)( , {i}) = - 1 
ν =Ulj + ej=> 02у2(П))( ,{і}) = у1(П)( ,{і}) = 1. 
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In the third case (v, {i}) is in the boundary of two plaquettes; ρ ι = 1(
и
,
л
,і tj, η and ρ 2 = 
l(wij2,( i,j2 })• Since we are free to choose j'i < j 2 , we can distinguish three cases: 
a. i <j\ <J2, 
b. j'i < i < J2.and 
с J'i < jl < i. 
To prove case a we note that in this case we have ulj2 = u t j l +eM and ν = ulJz. Now calculate: 
(ЭгРіН . Ш ) = сО'і,{і})(1 ( М ц і + в л і 1і])( ,{і}) - 1(нц,,{і))( ,{і})) = -1 
(Э2р2)( ,{І}) = f(j2,{Í})(l(u,J2+ej2,(i))(^.{Í}) - 1(H„2 .{I))(V,{¿})) = 1. 
Therefore we have that (Э2(рі + p 2))(v,{i}) = 02У2(П))( , {i}) = 0. Since (ν, {i}) is not 
an outer edge of H' we also have that y\ (Π) (ν, {i}) = 0. The reader can now easily verify 
cases b and c, since the method of proof for these cases is the same as for case a. 
Finally there are the edges in X\ that are not part of the dual graph of Π. We have y2 (Π) 
(ui) = 0 for every щ e X2 not corresponding to a plaquette in H'. For every such щ we 
have Зг(у2(П)(иі)) = 0. Furthermore, we have уіШНиг) = 0 for every м2 not in the walk 
{(w/(l),{0h(l)}),..., (w(2n), {σ
π
(2η)})}, so on the edges that are not in the dual graph 
of Π we have that ЭгУгШ) = уі(П) = 0, since every u 2 e {(w(1), {σπ(1)}),..., (w{2n), 
{σπ(2η)} )} is represented in the dual graph of Π. π 
Theorem 4.10 
For every Π e Тг (2n) the surface y2 (Π) is minimal in Г
У1 ( П). 
Proof: In case η = 1 the loop yi (Π) cannot enclose a plaquette. It follows from the defini­
tion of У2(П) that in this case у2(П) = 0, so the theorem holds for η = 1. In the following 
we assume η > 2 and i < j for i , j e { l , . . . ,n} . 
On the unit vectors {e\,..., e
n
 } we introduce the following projection operator: 
Q,jek:= l{lj}(k)ek. 
Then the element у2(П) will be minimal in ГУі(П) if for every pair i, j e {1,..., η} the pro­
jection of the closed walk that traces out уі(П) is a closed walk around (0, {i, j}) e X2 
provided that {i,j) e с(П). We now introduce 
¿n 
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the set of elements in X0 the projection to the {i, j}-plane of the walk that traces out γι (Π) 
visits, and note that the proof is finished if we show: (i,j) ε с (Π) => #Υ
υ
 = 4. 
Suppose (i,j) ε с(П), then Pt = {<xußi) and Pj = (<Xj,ßj) are crossing pairs in П, so 
<Xt < (Xj < ßi < β j . This means that YM = {0, e„ e, + eJt e} }, so #Уи = 4. D 
Corollary 4.11 
For аІІП e T2(2n) we have that А(у2(П)) = Д(уі(П)) =#с(П). 
4.4 The Parisi model and the q-harmonic oscillator 
To show the connection between the q-harmonic oscillator and the Parisi model we prove 
that, f or d — oo and N — oo, the moments of X converge to the moments of X = α + α*. In 
short, X converges in distribution to X. 
Theorem 4.12 
Let%q be the harmonic oscillator algebra generated ЬуХ = а + а* with vacuum state qpq. 
Then for all η ε N the following holds: 
q>q(Xn) = lim lim φ(X я ) . 
d ^оэ Ν — oo 
Corollary 1.7 states how the moments of the q-harmonic oscillator can be calculated as 
a sum over pair partitions. Therefore, here it suffices to show: 
lim lim φ(Χη) = У q*cim. 
UeT¿(n) 
Proof: From equation (4.3) we know that ф(Хп) can be interpreted as a sum over closed 
walks in T(N, d). The theorem then is trivial for η odd since a closed walk cannot return to 
its starting point in an odd number of steps, i.e. φ (Xй) = 0 for η odd. Therefore we assume 
η = 2r, r ε Ν, in the following. 
We define a sub-lattice T'{N, d) of T(N, d) as follows: 
T'(N,d) ••= {-N + (r + l ) , . . . , JV-(r + 1)}. 
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The set of all walks that start from some χ e Τ' (Ν, d) and have length η will be defined 
as: 
Л (х,п):= {(x,ji,...Jn-i,x) I ji,...,Jn-i eT(N,d), 
Ix-Ji l = Ij'i -J2I = ••• = ljn-1-лгІ = 1}. 
Note that we have: 
r-l 
#lV(x,n)=2rY\(d-j). 
j=o 
To every walk w e У/{χ, η) we can assign some surface s e T
w
, the set of minimal surfaces 
s that have the closed walk w as a boundary. We can then choose a set S(x, n) that contains 
exactly one surface s e Гц, for every w e "W(x,n), i.e. #S(x,n) = #Л (х, n). Every surface 
5 G S(x, η) has to be minimal with respect to its corresponding walk w e 1V(x, n) in order 
for the surface to have the corner points of the plaquettes in this surface in T(N, d). 
With the use of these definitions we can rewrite the sum over U in equation (4.3) as fol­
lows: 
Ф (
*
Э Т )
 = (2Ν7Ί)* Σ Ч Σ •·• Σ *и.А..,•••*•...) 
^ у -г χ)
 l i e T - , ( N d ) i2e<r(N,d) i„er(N,íi) 
+
 (2Ν + l ) d Σ Ε ( Σ "•" Σ ^ ч . А . і э · • -*in,n). 
i,er(N,d) i2er(JV,d) іпеГ(А/,а) (4.7) 
ι, ¿Г'(AW) 
and calculate: 
Ê ( X . , ^ - - - X w , ) = 7-9^*72 Σ Ê(W(u/)) (2d)"/2 ^ , , 
4
 ' и>еЛ (х,п) 
hn 2 ¿—· ν ' (2d)"/  ^ , , 
(2d)"/2 ¿ · , κ ' 
— - — У Eie1'·*) 
Ш)п'2 ¿* h 
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where we used Stokes theorem. A walk that starts in T' (N, d) can never reach the boundary 
of T(N,d), so we can identify every walk w e Л (х,п) with a walk w' e Л {у,п), for 
χ, y e Τ' (Ν, d), via: 
w = (x,J2,---Jn,x) - (y,J2-(x-y),..-Jn-(x-y),y) = W. 
From the fact that В is constant it follows that the magnetic flux through s e S(x, η), cor­
responding to w, is equal to the magnetic flux through s' e S(y,n), corresponding to w', 
for x,y e T'(N, d). This implies that we have: 
Σ Ê(e'J.*)= Σ Ê(e"<*). 
ieS(x,n) íeSí^.n) 
We can therefore perform the first sum over i\ in (4.7) yielding: 
( 2 ( N - ( r + l)) + l)d E ( Σ •"' Σ ^ο,ι2ΑΊ2,ο • · ·Χιη,ο). Í2JV+ l ) d 
Since for every point in T(N, d) \ T'(N, d) we have at most as many loops as for points in 
T'{N,d) we can estimate an upper bound for the second sum over ii in (4.7): 
(2N + 1)" »tviu.n;. 
This term tends to 0 for N — oo, so we find: 
И т ф ( Л = Ê( Σ • · · Σ *о,,А,.з · · - ^ . ο ) . 
i2el
d
 t
n
e Z d 
We now turn to the limit d — oo. There are exactly #2,2 (n) if) 2 r walks that start in 0, have 
length η and go through r different spatial directions. The number of closed walks that 
go through less than r, say r', spatial directions is less than (г')и(£), so the contribution 
of these walks vanishes in the limit d — oo due to the standardization of X. The closed 
walks that go through r spatial directions take a step in each direction exactly twice, and 
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therefore correspond to a pair partition П е ? 2 (2r). The expectation value of the magnetic 
flux through the area of the loop y\ (Π) such a walk traces out, is given by. 
Е(Щу2(П))) = Ê( Π е ' У г ( п ) ( х Ш х ) ) 
= Π E(e t ) / 2 ( n ) ( x ) B ( x )) 
xeX'2 
= (cosS)A l y 2 ( n ) ) 
=
 qA(y2(n)) i 
where X'2:= {(v, y) e Ia χ }02({1> · • · > d} )} with the same conventions we have for X¿. In 
the above calculation the expectation of the product over Хг is interpreted as a product of 
expectations. To justify this we note that уг(П) has at most 1 plaquette for every pair of 
spatial directions and that the sign of the magnetic field В for a pair of spatial directions is 
independent of that for every other pair of directions. This implies that the fluxes through 
different plaquettes in уг(П) are independent. It is now possible to write ф(Х2г) as a sum 
over partitions in the limit d,N -> oo: 
1іт1ітф(Х2 ' ') = 1 і т 7 - ^ - Σ ' · • Σ ¡Е((Д,)0,І2 · · • (Дч)І2г,0) 
У q A ( y , m ) ) 
ne?¿(2r) 
у д#с(П) 
ПеГ2(2г) 
where we used corollary 4.11. α 
4.5 Non-commutative independence in the Parisi model 
Until now we concerned ourselves with only one q-Gaussian random variable. In order to 
illustrate the concept of q-independence in this model we shall have to define more, say 
JV e N, q-Gaussian random variables. The Parisi model allows for such an extension in a 
straightforward way. 
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The lattice T(N,d) can be decomposed into N sub-lattices as follows: 
ΊΊ,Ν,ά) = 3 ί ι x 3 í 2 x • · • x Мы, 
where dim M} = d/JV for j e {1,..., N}. We can now use the ¿j-deformed lattice Lapla-
cian Δ 4 defined in section 4.2 to define JV q-Gaussian random variables X\,..., Xw e Λ as 
follows: 
iv\ _\-&^4)VtW if v-we Mi 
(Λ-ι)ν,ίν — І _ , 
[0 otherwise 
In this way Χι, i e {1,..., Ν}, is the standardized lattice Laplacian on Mt. From the pre­
vious section we can deduce that the operators Χι,..., Xw defined in this way converge, in 
distribution, to the q-Gaussian random variables X
x
 = at + a* for d — oo and N — oo. Now 
fix M = 2 and let X = Χ
γ
 and Ϋ = X2. 
Theorem 4.13 (Independence) 
Forn,m e Ы we have that 
lim ф(Хп9т) = lim ф{УтХп) = lim ф(Хп)ф(9т). 
Ν—oo Ν—οο Ν—oo 
Proof: Write out ф(Хп9т) to find: 
ф(хпгт) =
 ( 2 N \ 1)dt( Σ Σ Кг2---К,А,г--'Уым)· 
Il ' η J l i—iJm 
вГ(ЫД) eT(N.d) 
Now, obviously: 
(¿I - Ì2) + • · • + (in - J l ) + (J'l - J2) + • • • + О т - 11) = 0. 
The first η differences all lie in Mi and the last m differences all lie in Мг, 
(U - i2) + · · · + (in - J] ) = (ji - h) + • · · + Um - ii) = О, 
and therefore ii = j \ . With reference to the proof of theorem 4.12 we can choose U = j \ = 0, 
so we find: 
lim ф(Хп9т) = Ê( Σ Σ *<>.,< · · · XiMji · · • Yj
m
.o) 
І2 In J2. .;Jm 
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= Ê( Σ Χ*.* · • • Хг
я
,о) Ê( Σ ^o,j2 • • • Yjm,o) 
І2 In J2· -Jm 
eZJ eZJ 
= lim ф(Хп)Ф(Ут). 
N-oo 
Since φ is a trace state, we have that: ф{Хп9т) = ф{?тХп). π 
The same type of proof shows that, for general JV, we have: 
provided the values fc(l) k{N) are all different. 
We conclude that, although we hesitate to speak of q-independence, in the sense of def­
inition 1.2, the Χι tend to independent random variables in the limit N — oo, and to inde­
pendent ij-Gaussians in the limit N — oo, d — oo. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift bevat het verslag van een verkennend onderzoek op het gebied van de niet-
commutatieve kanstheorie. Niet-commutatieve kanstheorie, ook wel quantum kanstheorie 
genoemd, is een generalisatie van de axiomatische kanstheorie zoals geformuleerd door 
Kolmogorov. ^-Gedeformeerde kanstheorie is een theorie die, afhankelijk van een parame-
ter q, interpoleert tussen klassieke kanstheorie en zogenaamde vrije kanstheorie zoals ge-
formuleerd door Voiculescu. Als zodanig is het, net als vrije kanstheorie, een voorbeeld van 
niet-commutatieve kanstheorie. 
In hoofdstuk 1 geven we eerst een zeer summier overzicht van niet-commutatieve kans-
theorie. Dit overzicht kan kort zijn omdat goede literatuur op dit gebied voorhanden is 
(zie bijvoorbeeld [Kümmerer 1987, Kümmerer & Maassen 1996, Maassen 1987, Meyer 1993, 
Parthasarathy 1992]). We introduceren het begrip algemene kansruimte als een von Neu-
mann algebra met daarop een toestand. Verder definieren we een toevalsvariabele op zo'n 
algemene kansruimte als een zelf-geadjungeerd element uit de von Neumann algebra. Hier-
na worden de definities van onafhankelijk en vrij onafhankelijk, die gebruikt worden in dit 
proefschrift, gegeven. Het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk introduceert de ¿j-gedeformeerde 
Fock-ruimte zoals beschreven door Bozejko & Speicher [1991,1992]. We doen dat door, voor 
q E [-1,1], de commutatie relatie 
ata*-qa*at = 5,jl je{l m], 
als uitgangspunt te nemen. We beschrijven de *-algebra, Л
я
, voortgebracht door alle a t en 
de 4-harmonische oscillator algebraba с Л^, voortgebracht door alle Xt = α, + α*. Op Л ч 
wordt een lineaire functionaal <pq beschreven zodanig dat het paar ( Л Ч , Ф Ч ) opgevat kan 
worden als een algemene kansruimte zodra we weten dat q?4 een toestand is. Uit het paar 
(Лц, cpq) construeren we uiteindelijk de q-Fock-ruimte van Bozejko & Speicher. Positiviteit 
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van het inproduct op deze cj-Fock-ruimte is een resultaat uit [Bozejko & Speicher 1991]. Uit 
positiviteit van dit inproduct volgt dat qpq een toestand is. 
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de afleiding van de q-Gaussische kansverdeling. Omdat de bosoni-
sche harmonische oscillator en het vrije equivalent hiervan, de linksverschuiving op i2(N), 
allebei als grondtoestand de stabiele kansverdeling van respectievelijk de klassieke en de 
vrije kans theorie hebben, lijkt het voor de hand te liggen om voor het tussenliggende gebied 
ook een stabiele kansverdeling te zoeken. Deze g-Gaussische kansverdeling was al langer 
bekend (zie o.a. [Bozejko & Speicher 1992, Askey & Ismail 1984)). Wij construeren in dit 
hoofdstuk echter een expliciete representatie, de Bargmann representatie van analytische 
functies op het complexe vlak. Met behulp van deze representatie berekenen we de distri­
butie van a + a*. 
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een probleem met het begrip q-onafhankelijkheid. We beschou­
wen twee q -Gaussische toevalsvariabelen ΑΌ en Χι en een functie y met de eigenschap dat 
y (ΑΌ) dezelfde verdeling heeft als ΛΌ- Als we kijken naar de verdelingen van respectievelijk 
ΑΌ + X\ en y(Xo) + X\, dan zien we door het uitrekenen van het vierde moment van beide 
verdelingen dat ze verschillend zijn. De conclusie moet zijn dat een ^-gedeformeerde con-
volutie met dezelfde eigenschappen als vrije convolutie en "gewone" convolutie niet kan 
bestaan. 
In hoofdstuk 4 werken we een roostermodel van Parisi uit. Dit model wordt gedefinieerd 
op een ¿¿-dimensionale kubus { -N,...,0,...,N}d voor N e N. Wanneer we voor elk paar 
ruimtelijke richtingen in de kubus een magneetveld met sterkte Ъ e [0, тг] en een wille­
keurige oriëntatie ±1 kiezen, dan blijkt dat de laplaciaan in dit roostermodel q-Gaussisch 
verdeeld is in de limiet N, d — oo. We laten het precieze verband tussen dit model en de 
q-harmonische oscillator zien. 
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